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Lee S. Buckland Term Expires 1965
Leonard S. Sawyer Term Expires 1966
Norman L. Samaha Term Expires 1967
Moderator — George T. Ray
Town Clerk — Helen F. Person
Town Treasurer — Helen F. Person
Road Agent — Fred C. Hussey
Tax Collector — Virginia M. Wood
Supervisors of Check List — Suzanne Loizeaux,
Marion C. Wood, Polly Forbes
Overseer of Poor — Arthur L. Carpenter, Jr.
Health Officer — Arthur L. Carpenter, Jr.
Auditors — Leon M. Huntress, Samuel H. Dreghorn
Library Trustees :
Linwood Hawes Resigned 12/7/64
Borden Putnam Term Expires 1965
D. W. Stetson Term Expires 1965








Chief of Police—Raymond E. Welch
Police Officers—Ernest Paquette, Allen K. MacNeil,




























TOWN MEETING—MARCH 10, 1964
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the town
of Plymouth, N. H. held on the above date at 10:00
o'clock in the forenoon at the Guy E. Speare Auditor-
ium—The meeting was called to order by the Modera-
tor, George T. Ray, Jr. and the reading of the warrant
was started, when a motion from the floor that further
reading of the warrant be dispensed with, was car-
ried. It was voted that the polls be opened; to close
not earlier than 9:00 o'clock in the afternoon; to bal-
lot on Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4; all remaining to be con-
sidered at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon.
At 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon the Moderator,
George T. Ray, Jr. lead in the salute to the flag and
then explained, that because there had been no ad-
vance publicity in regard to closing the polls at 6:00
o'clock, they would remain open, as usual, till 9:00
o'clock. Formal reading of the warrant was again
dispensed with by a motion carried.
A round of applause was given the Plymouth
Liens' Club for furnishing the new Street Signs to the
Town. The articles in the warrant were then con-
sidered.
Article 5.—Town Charges—Voted to raise $51,804.00
This sum to be apportioned as follows:
Officers' salaries $ 4,100.00
Officers' expenses 6,000.00
Elections & registrations 1,100.00
Municipal Court 2,694.00








Motor Vehicle Permits 950.00
Legal expenses 300.00






Linwood Hawes was elected for a term of three
years.
Article 7—Park Commissioners
Merlond McLoud, Sr. and Maxine Osgood were
elected for terms of three years each.
Article 8—Trustee of Trust Funds
Polly A. Forbes was elected for a term of three
years.
Article 9—Zoning Board of Adjustment
G. Allen Foster was elected for a term of three
years and Fred Klose for a five-year term.
Article 10—Police Cruiser
Authorized Selectmen to purchase Police cruiser
and voted to raise and appropriate for
same $ 2,400.00
Article 11—Police Department Expenses For Year
Voted to raise and appropriate $22,291.00
Article 12—Library
Voted to raise and appropriate 5,254.00
Article 13—Maintenance and Construction of
Highways
Voted to raise 57,155.00
Article 14—Sidewalks
/oted to raise 1,000.00
Article 15—State Aid Highway Maintenance
Voted to raise 543.52
Article 16—Report of Committee To Investigate
Relocation of Town Sheds
Voted to accept the oral report of C. Edward Pet-
tengill that action on this project be delayed for
the present.
Article 17—Shade Trees and Pine Blister Rust
Voted to raise and appropriate 2,025.00
Article 18—Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital
Voted to raise 2,500.00
Article 19—Civil Defense
Voted to raise and appropriate 834.45
Article 20—N. E. Tel. & Tel. Company
Voted to grant the Telephone Co. a right-of-way
to maintain its underground line across the Ply-
mouth Airport property.
Article 21—Park and Recreation Commission
Voted to raise and appropriate 5,950.00
Article 22—Authority For Selectmen to Purchase
Highway Equipment
Voted to raise $20,000.00, the sum so appropriat-
ed to be raised through the issuance of serial
notes or bonds of the town—to purchase a road
grader 30,000.00
Article 23—Authority For Selectmen to Borrow
Money in Anticipation of Taxes
Voted to so authorize.
Article 24—Authorization of Prepayment of Taxes
In Sums Not Less Than $10.00 or Any
Sum Divisible by $10.00
Voted to so authorize
Article 25—Authority For Tax Collector to Charge
A Penalty of 25c Each For All Poll
Taxes Not Paid by Dec. 1st of Each
Year.
Voted to so authorize.
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Article 26—Authorization For Selectmen to Sell,
Convey, or Otherwise Dispose of the
Civil Defense Tower on Land Situated
Near the Town Sheds
Voted to so authorize.
Article 27—To Tear Down and Remove Buildings
Located On Fox Pond Property (Dwell-
ing House)
Voted to so do provided that the same can be done
without expense to the town.
Article 28—To See if the Town Will Raise and Ap-
propriate $1,395.00 For Right of Way
and Easements for Development of Rec-
reation Facilities at Site of the Baker
River Project of the U. S. Soil Conserva-
tion Service.
Motion denied.
Article 29—Appointing Committee For Adopting
Building Regulations and Appoint-
ment of a Building Inspector.
Motion lost.
Article 30—Resurfacing Portions of Main and High-
land Streets Outside the Limits of
State Highway.
Voted to pass over this article.
Article 31—Livermore Falls Project
Voted to adopt the following resolution and raise
and appropriate for same $100.00
''Whereas the Town of Plymouth is the business
center of the Pemigewasset Valley and that the
Livermore Falls dam as proposed by the United
States Army Corps of Engineers will result in the
loss of approximately a $4,000,000 annual area pay-
roll and over 1,100 area jobs and will further re-
sult in wasteful and unnecessary government ex-
penditures, now therefore
Be it resolved that the Town of Plymouth go on
record as opposing the Army Corps of Engineers'
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project and favoring the construction of small
dams on the tributaries and that a copy of this
resolution be forwarded by the Town Clerk to the
Office of the Governor of the State of New Hamp-
shire and to the members of the New Hampshire
Congressional Delegation.
And be it further resolved that the sum of $100.00
be raised and appropriated to be used in conjunc-
tion with other towns to oppose the Livermore
Falls Dam Project."
Article 32—Band Concerts
Voted to pass over this article.
Article 33—Memorial Day
Voted to raise and appropriate 175.00
Article 34—Cemeteries
Voted to raise and appropriate 300.00
Article 35—Town Advertising
Voted to raise for the Information Booth 300.00
Article 36—Appraisal and Valuation of
Taxable Property
Voted to pay the unpaid balance due for 1963 ap-
praisal 2,998.82
Article 37—Deed of Land From Frances W. Putnam,
Harold G., Jr. & Ruth Sherburn, Guy
W. & Maxine Andrews and Richard
Smith
Voted to accept same.
Article 38—Authorization For Selectmen To Handle
Real Estate Acquired by Tax Collect-
or's Deed
Voted to so authorize.
Article 39—Certain Parcel of Land on Bell Road in
West Plymouth, Conveyed to the Town
By Frank Smith by Deed Dated June
1924, and Recorded In Grafton Regis-
try of Deeds, Book 579, Page 275.
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Voted to authorize Selectmen to lease, rent, sell or
convey or otherwise dispose of same.
Article 40—Any Other Business
William Loomis was elected to serve on Budget Com-
mittee for a four-year term.
Voted the following resolution be adopted. Motion
carried unanimously.
"Whereas the Town of Plymouth receives many
benefits from the existence of Plymouth State Col-
lege in our community and
Whereas the community is desirous of affording a
maximum amount of municipal service to the resi-
dents of the community consistent with a reason-
able tax structure,
Be it resolved that the Board of Selectmen shall
between November 15, 1964 and January 1,
1965 instruct the Town's Representatives to the
General Court and the Senator from this district
to introduce such legislation as they deem in the
interests of all concerned and to support such other
legislation as may be necessary to assure Plymouth
State College of an adequate operating budget con-
sistent with the growth of the college and to insure
reasonable reimbursement to the Town of Ply-
mouth for the protection of the State property by
the Fire and Police Department for which the town
cannot otherwise be reimbursed."
Voted to give a rising vote of thanks for the good
work of the Committee on the Bicentennial Pro-
gram. It was so done.
An expression of thanks to C. Edward Pettengill
for his many years of faithful service as Selectman
was carried and applause given.
Business meeting adjourned at 11:00 P. M. The
polls had been closed at 9:00 o'clock P. M.
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WARRANT FOR THE 1965 ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
To the inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth in the
County of Grafton and State of New Hampshire quali-
fied to vote in Town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Guy E.
Speare Auditorium in said Plymouth on Tuesday, the
ninth of March, 1965, polls to be open for voting on
Articles 1 and 2 at 10:00 o'clock. in the forenoon and to
close not earlier than 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon,
with action on the remaining articles to be taken com-
mencing at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon.
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers
for the ensuing year.
Article 2. Shall the provisions of Chapter 287 of
the Revised Statutes Annotated, relative to playing
games of Beano be adopted in this City or Town.
Article 3. To raise such sums of money as may
be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year and make appropriations of the same.
Article 4. To choose two Library Trustees, one
for a term of three years, and one for a term of two
years.
Articles 5. To choose one Park Commissioner for
a term of three years.
Article 6. To choose a Trustee of Trust Funds for
a term of three years.
Article 7. To choose one member of the Zoning
Board of Adjustment to serve for a term of five years.
Article 8. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate to defray the costs
of operating the Police Department during the current
year.
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Article 9. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
the Free Public Library.
Article 10. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for the maintenance and construction
of highways.
Article 11. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate for sidewalks.
Article 12. To see what sum the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Town Highway Maintenance
in cooperation with the State.
Article 13. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate for the care of shade
trees in the Town and for the control of pine blister
rust.
Article 14. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for the Sceva Speare Memorial Hos-
pital of Plymouth, New Hampshire.
Article 15. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate for Civil Defense.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to grant
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
a right-of-way to maintain its underground lines
across the property of the Town known as Plymouth
Airport an approximate distance of 2,498 feet, said
right-of-way subject to the vote of the Town at its
annual meeting.
Article 17. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate to be used by the
Park and Recreation Commission to establish, equip
and maintain suitable places for playgrounds, includ-
ing coasting and skating and conducting a system of
public recreation.
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Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes, and pay the obligations of the Town.
Article 19. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate to resurface those
portions of Main Street and Highland Street that lie
outside the limits of the State Highway.
Article 20. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for band concerts during the summer
of 1965 by the Plymouth Community Band.
Article 21. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for Memorial Day.
Article 22. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for Cemeteries.
Article 23. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for the purpose of publicizing and
promoting the natural advantages and resources of the
Town.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Selectmen to administer, lease, rent, sell and
convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired
by the Town by any Tax Collector's Deed.
Article 25. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to appropriate to erect a new building for the
storage and maintenance of Town vehicles and equip-
ment on a tract of land owned by the Town, known as
the former Marston property situate on Texas Hill
Road, so-called, and to raise the sum by authorizing
the Selectmen to borrow sums not in excess of the sum
so appropriated through the issuance of serial notes
or bonds of the Town in accordance with the New
Hampshire Municipal Finance Act.
Article 26. To choose a member of the Budget
Committee for a term of four years.
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Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to accept
from the Plymouth Village Fire District a deed of the
real estate owned by said District located on the north-
erly side of Highland street, so-called, between land of
one Feinen and land of one Olmstead in said Plymouth,
presently occupied by said District as a fire station,
together with a bill of sale from said District of all
fire trucks and fire apparatus (including but not limit-
ed to vehicles) and all accounts receivable owed to the
Fire Department of said District, said deed and bill of
sale to be dated as of January 1, 1965; and in consider-
ation of said conveyances to appropriate the sum of
$18,000.00 to satisfy the outstanding indebtedness
owed by said District on the new fire truck, said sum
to be raised by borrowing on the credit of the Town
through the issuance of a note or notes of the Town,
to be signed by the Selectmen and counter-signed by
the Treasurer in accordance with the New Hampshire
Municipal Finance Act.
Article 28. To see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate to defray the costs
of operating the Fire Department during the current
year.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to partici-
pate in the local District Fire Mutual Aid system and
to authorize the Selectmen to enter into such mutual
aid system on behalf of the Town, all in accordance
with New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated
154:30, et. seq.
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to sponsor
the development of recreational facilities at site 12 of
the Baker River Water Shed Project of the United
States Soil Conservation Service. (This article in-
serted by special request of the Park and Recreation
Commission.)
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Article 31. To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting.





Selectmen of the Town of Plymouth




Selectmen of the Town of Plymouth
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH, N. H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures For The
Ensuing Year January 1, 1965 to December 31. 1965
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and
Expenditures of the Previous Year January 1, 1964


















Interest and Dividends Ta:
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax









Dog Licenses 739.50 682.10
Business Licenses, Permits and
Filing Fees 100.00 120.00
Fines and Forfeits, Municipal
Court 1,000.00 7,545.40
Rent of Property 280.00
Interest Received on Taxes &
Deposits 1,000.00 3,399.97
George Clark Fund 370.82
Income of Departments:
(a) Highway, including rental
of equipment 3,778.41





(a) Water & Sewer Depts. 1,987.50







Fees 20,000.00 20,678.14 18,000.00
Filing Fees 23.00
Sale of Town Property 636.50
Soc. Sec. Withholding -
Blue Cross Refund 437.71
Unoashed Checks 88.02
Insurance Refund 17.95
Cost of Desk Refund 1.50
Toll Call Refunds 1.85
Small Claims Fees Refund 25.90
Welch & Batchelder -
Taxes on Land 31.08
AMOUNT RAISED BY ISSUE





FROM LOCAL TAXES OTHER
THAN PROPERTY TAXES:
(a) Poll Taxes—^Reg. @ $2 2,442.00 2,314.00 2,000.00
(b) National Bank Stock
Taxes 500.00 573.75 500.00
(c) Yield Taxes 177.39 607.27 100.00
TOTAL REVENUES FROM
ALL SOURCES EXCEPT
PROPERTY TAXES $36,153.56 $327,615.37 $ 34,100.00
*Amt To Be Raised by Property Taxes 377,227.07
TOTAL REVENUES $411,327.07
*Total estimated "Revenues From All Sources Except Property
Taxes" deducted from Total estimated "Expenditures" should











Town Officers' Salaries $ 4,100.00 $
Town Officers' Expenses 6,000.00
Election and Registration
Expenses 1,100.00
Municipal Court Expenses 2,694.00
Expenses Town Hall and































































Summer 57,155.00 65,730.34 57,275.00
Street Lighting 10,350.00 9,933.47 10,800.00
Special Common Acct. 370.82
Town Road Aid 543.52 543.52 539.49
LIBRARIES 5,254.00 5,254.00 6,129.00
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PUBLIC WELFARE:
Town Poor 5,500.00 5,021.43 5,500.00
Old Age Assistance 9,000.00 7,791.93 8,000.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:
Memorial Day and Veterans'
Associations 175.00 175.00 175.00
RECREATION:
Parks and Playground,
Includ. Biand Concerts 5,950.00 5,950.00 9,900.00
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES:
Cemeteries 300.00 300.00 300.00
Airports 100.00 353.00 150.00
Adv. & Regional Asso. 300.00 300.00 300.00
Reassessing Town Property 2,998.82 2,998.82 —
INTEREST:
On Temporary Leans 3,600.00 3,783.78 3,980.00
On Long Term Notes and
Bonds 420.00 952.80 1,520.00
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES:
Motor Vehicle Permits 950.00 949.00 1,000.00
Sidewalk Construction 1,000.00 998.82 1,500.00
Refunds & Abatements 5,346.76
Taxes bought by Town 13,049.67
New Equipment
—




(a) Tax Anticipation 240,000.00
(b) Long Term Notes 7,000.00 7,000.00 9,885.00
(c) Head Taxes 7,116.15
(d) Bond & Debt Ret. Tax 82.97
COUNTY TAXES 19,272.32 19,272.32 v 22,000.00
SCHOOL TAXES 225,465.26 223,869.51 212,880.60
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $408,888.37 $746,124.77 $411,327.07
i
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1964
Town Precinct
Land & Buildings $11,156,138. $ 9,224,956.
Mill Buildings, Land &
Machinery 465,100. 430,450.
Electrical Plants 287,712. 171,628.
House Trailers (29) 85,536. 64,053.
Stock in Trade of Merchants 1,088,925. 1,033,375.
Boats (35) 8,001. 6,951.
Stock in Trade of Manufacturers 289,950. 285,450.
Dairy Cows (205) 27,925. 2,750.
Other Cattle (24) 2,400. 100.
Poultry (8244) 4,122. 4,122.
Gasoline Pumps & Tanks 28,780. 24,020.
Road Building Machines 62,350. 39,600.
Wood, Lumber, Logs, etc. 2,056.
$13,508,995. $11,287,455.
Less Veterans Exemption 182,000. 146,000.
Less Neatstock Exemptions 10,150. 1,000.
Less Poultry Exemption 350. 350.
$13,316,495. $11,141,105.
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Tool House $ 1,000.00
Tar Sprayer & Kettle 100.00
Hough Payloader 1956 3,500.00
Snow Loader 1953 1,000.00
Oliver Sidewalk Tractor & Plow 1957 500.00
Chevrolet 2i/2Ton Truck 1959 500.00
Willys Pickup 1960 800.00





Trailer at Dump 300.00
Hough Payloader 1963 21,000.00
1964 Dodge Truck 3,600.00
1963 New Grader 25,000.00
1956 Elgin Street Sweeper 3,500.00
$ 61,800.00
SELECTMEN'S OFFICES:
3 Royal Typewriters $ 195.00
Burroughs Adding Machine 100.00
Todd Checkwriter 50.00
Furniture 700.00
1 Remington Rand Calculator 500.00
(co-owned with Water & Sewer Dept.)
1 Underwood-Olivetti Adding Machine 175.00
1 Tax Form File 50.00
Uniform Commercial Code System 400.00
Addressograph and Graphotype 1,000.00






Airport Land, South Side $ 3,500.00
Airport Land, North Side 1,500.00
Winter Land Park 500.00
Fox Pond Area 33,700.00
$ 39,200.00
TAX DEEDED:
McGoff Property, Loon Lake $ 100.00
Marsden Property, Texas Road 1,000.00
Evans Property, Loon Lake 100.00
$ 1,200.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1964
Town Officers' Salaries $ 4,100.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 6,000.00
Election and Registration Expenses 1,100.00
Municipal Court Expenses 2,694.00
Town Hall and Buildings Maintenance 1,450.00
Social Security and Retirement Contributi ons 3,600.00
Police Department 21,291.00
Fire Department 1,500.00
Blister Rust : Moth Extermination and
Care of Trees 2,025.00
Insurance 2,500.00
Planning and Zoning 100.00








Town Road Aid 543.52
Libraries 5,254.00
Old Age Assistance 9,000.00
Public Relief 5,500.00
Memorial Day 175.00
Parks & Playgrounds including
Band Concerts 5,950.00
State Tax Commission 2,998.82
Cemeteries 300.00
Airports 100.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 300.00









Total Town Appropriation $165,630.79
LESS: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 7,537.82
Railroad Tax 534.28
Savings Bank Tax 2,122.57
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 177.39
Interest Received on Taxes
and Deposits 1,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits and
Filing Fees 100.00
Dog Licenses 739.50
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 20,000.00
Fines and Forfeits
Municipal Court $ 1,000.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 500.00
No. 1221 of Poll Taxes $2.00 2,442.00
Total Revenues and
Credits $ 36,153.56
Net Town Appropriations $129,477.23
Net School Appropriations 225,465.26
County Tax Assessment 19,272.32
374,214.81
Plus Overlay 11,963.55
Taxes to be committed $386,178.36
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Taxes to be Committed to Collector
Property Taxes $386,178.36
Precinct Taxes 33,420.23
Poll Taxes @ $2.00 2,442.00
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George Clark Common Fund $ 203.14
1962 Levy Unredeemed Taxes 3,893.17
1963 Levy Unredeemed Taxes 7,933.55
1963 Levy Uncollected Taxes 2,110.88
1964 Levy Uncollected Taxes 79,747.51
1964 Levy Uncollected State Head Taxes 2,685.00
Cash on hand December 31, 1964 38,835.86

















Due to School District 140,465.26
Highway Equipment Notes 36,494.70
$180,065.52
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
For the Year Ending December 31, 1964
LEVY OF 1964
Property Head Poll Total
Warrant $419,59*8.81 $ 7,750.00 $ 2,442.00 $429,790.81
Yield Tax 212.86 212.86
National Bank
Tax 573.75 573.75
Added Taxes 37.36 85.00 34.00 156.36
Interest 38.04 38.04
Penalties 15.50 6.25 21.75
TOTALS 420,460.82 7,850.50 2,482.25 430,793.57
Collected & Paid
Treasurer 341,521.95 5,165.50 1,612.25 348,299.70
Abated 61.36 61.36
Uncollected 78,877.51 2,685.00 870.00 82,432.51
TOTALS $420,460.82 $ 7,850.50 $ 2,482.25 $430,793.57
Levy of 1963
Property Head Poll Total
Uncollected
Jan. 1, 1964 $ 71,695.41 $ 2,550.00 $ 818.00 $ 75,063.41
Added Taxes 210.00 82.00 292.00
Interest 2,174.90 12.18 2,187.08
Penalties 227.50 227.50
TOTALS 73,870.31 2,987.50 912.18 77,769.99
Collected and Paid
to Treasurer 70,629.63 2,502.50 720.18 73,852.31
Abated 1,129.80 485.00 192.00 1,860.80
Uncollected 2,110.88 2,110.88
TOTALS 73,870.31 2,987.50 912.18 77,769.99
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LEVY OF 1962
Uncollected January 1964 998.41
Interest 98.74
TOTAL 1,097.15
Collected and Paid Treasurer 1,097.15
Uncollected
TOTAIL 1,097.15
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNT
1963 1962 1961
Taxes sold to Town




after Sale 80.55 300.26 689.05
TOTALS $13,130.22 $7,812.46 $4,267.01
Collected and Paid




TOTALS $13,130.22 $7,812.46 $4,267.01
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For the Year Ending December 31, 1964
GENERAL ACCOUNT
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1964 $ 27,846.38
Tax Collections 436,393.87
State of New Hampshire:
Forest Fire Refund $ 241.25
Gas Tax Refund 671.57
Head Tax Refund 53.17





Town Road Aid 719.40
Savings Bank Tax 2,122.57
11,895.66
Treasurer of U. S.
—
Welfare Refund 210.00
Civil Defense Refund 61.02
271.02
Plymouth Village Fire District:
Water Dept. ^4 Sec'y. salary 993.75
Sewer Dept. % Sec'y salary 993.75












Rent of Town Property—Airport 280.00
















Refund—cost of a desk 1.50
Civil Defense Refund 24.95
Plymouth Fire Dept.
—
refund of toll calls 1.85
Small Claims Fees—refund 25.90
657.23
Sale of Town Property:
Smith Land 426.00
Civil Defense Tower 51.00
Dwelling House—Fox Pond 159.50
636.50
Raymond Welch & William
Batchelder—Taxes on land 31.08
George G. Clark
—






Selectmen's Orders $7 • - '





GEORGE G. CLARK ESTATE
SPECIAL COMMON ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS
On hand January 1, 1964 $ 352.85
Share of Income from Trust for 1964 206.44








C. Volpe & Son .70
Fred H. Speed, Inc. 11.10
Prescott Lumber Co. 17.89
Batchelder Tree Service, Inc. 131.28
370.82
Balance in the Plymouth
Guaranty Savings Bank 203.14
$ 573.96
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SELECTMEN'S DETAILED STATEMENT OF
PAYMENTS
Town Officers' Salaries
Lee S. Buckland $ 800.00
Leonard S. Sawyer 600.00




Virginia M. Wood, Tax Collector 800.00
Arthur L. Carpenter, Jr.,
Overseer of Poor and
Health Officer 200.00
Leon Huntress—Auditor 50.00









See Detailed Report 8,256.56
Elections and Registrations:
Moderator: George Ray 150.00
Asst. Moderator:
Leon Huntress 25.00
Supervisors of Check List:
Suzanne Loizeaux 75.00
Polly Forbes 75.00













Arthur L. Carpenter 16.00




















Town Buildings and Rent:
White Mt. Power Co. 73.41
N. H. Electric Coop. 1,320.00









W. C. dishing & Son 329.50
John Smart 7.50
Quin Freight Lines 5.67
Robert Foote, Inc. 93.62
Fires
:





Forest Fire Account 119.46
Plymouth Fire Dept. 401.77






















Some's Uniform, Inc. 122.05
Treasurer, State of N. H. 68.70
723.83
Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital 2,500.00
Vital Statistics:










N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 119.60
Fred H. Speed, Inc. 62.59












State of N. H. 39.25
Adams' Market 39.00
























White Mt. Power Co. 9,933.47
Library :
Treasurer 5,254.00
















Wakefield & Ray 200.00
Discounts & Abatements: 5,346.76
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Social Security & Police Retirement 4,111.91
Credits: See Comparative Statement
Soc. Sec, Withholding & B.C. refund
437.71
State Assessing:














Taxes Bought by Town: 13,049.67
Motor Vehicle Permits:









Credits: See Comparative Statement
Joel Barney 280.00
Sidewalk Construction:
Red Dunn Asphalt Paving 998.82
New Equipment:
Highway - Grader 19,540.00



















Town Treasurer $ 10.57
Town Clerk 255.37
Tax Collector 211.41
White Mt. Power Co. 117.08











Postage Machine Co. -
Typewriter 95.00




and Tax Sale 240.45
1964 Dues
Tax Assessors Assoc. 5.00
Town Clerk Assoc. 3.00
Tax Collector Assoc. 3.00











Assessing of New Town Properties
State Tax Commission 551.22
Total $ 8,256.56
Credits: See Comparative Statement




Sale of Smith Land 426.00
$ 2,413.50
PARKING METER ACCOUNT
Receipts for 1964 $ 11,999.50
EXPENDITURES
Transferred to Highway Dept. 3,460.15
Transferred to Police Dept. 7,953.20















Power Saw Repairs and Expenses 152.95
Sweeper Repairs and Expenses 351.56
Compressor Repairs and Expenses I 25.00
Meter Repairs 28.06
Signs—New and Repaired 58.85
Lawn Mower 5.45
$ 2,449.86
Gas and Oil 3,246.07





Expense of Snow Dumping Ramp 78.68
Railroad Street 75.00
$ 8,475.38
Sand and Gravel 2,543.43
Cold Patch and Asphalt 6,489.85
Salt and Chloride 1,377.29
Bridge Repairs 2.00
Sidewalk Repairs 31.50







N. E. Tel & Tel. Co. 208.85
White Mt. Power Company- 166.87
Heat of Town Sheds 531.18

































































R. S. Audley 33.00
$ 1,642.26
ate of New Hampshire:
Salting and Sanding $ 1,491.50
Gas Tax 706.01




Damage to Jeep Truck 41.00
A. Kelley & Miller Co.,
Circus Accident 40.41
W. Milford-Common Accident 528.80
$ 4,070.36
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE
TRUST FUNDS
of Plymouth, N. H.
INCOME
Balance on hand, January 1, 1964 $ 1,822.27
Care of Lots 762.00
Opening Graves 1,366.00
Grading and foundations 203.50
Liners 660.00
Lime, loam, grass seed, etc. 87.00
Tomb rental 15.00
Sale of Lots 255.00
Town of Plymouth 300.00
Sale of Land
(State Highway Dept.) 25.00
Invested Funds from Savings Bank 123.84




Balanced Fund ? 525.48
Fidelity Fund, Inc. 450.06
George Putnam Fund of Boston 374.40
Puritan Fund, Inc. 400.92
Nation-Wide Securities Co., Inc. 166.38
Whitehall Fund, Inc. 163.28













Mrs. George H. Tobey,
Clerk to Supt. 150.00
Social Security
Withheld 5.44




George H. Tobey, earned 615.08
Social Security
Withheld 22.31













Bruce Carpenter, earned 81.25
Social Security
Withheld 2.95




Use of Compressor plowing
snow 48.00
M. E. McLoud & Sons, back hoe'»
for new pipe 56.00
Town of Plymouth Highway
Dept., plowing 30.00
George H. Tobey 420.00
Gasoline and Other Supplies 216.68
Lime, Loam, etc. 440.63
Repairs to Equipment 152.15








Overpayment, Social Security .20
$ 6,024.14
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
For the Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1964
Receipts
Dog Licenses $ 745.50
Auto Permits 1963 269.69
Auto Permits 1964 20,235.11
Auto Permits 1964 173.34




Dog Licenses retained $ 63.40
Paid to Town Treasurer 21,383.24
$21,446.64
REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF THE POOR
For the Year Ending December 31, 1964
Paid out, for Town Poor,
as per Vouchers $5,021.43
ARTHUR L. CARPENTER, JR.
Overseer of the Poor
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MUNICIPAL COURT REPORT
Jan. 1 - June 30, 1964
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1964 $
Fines
Parking Violations











Fines paid to State of
New Hampshire $ 1,221.60





Cash on hand, June 30, 1964 00.00
1 5,289.80
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PLYMOUTH DISTRICT COURT REPORT
Period July 1 - December 31, 1964
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand, July 1, 1964 $ 00.00
Fines 6,821.50
Parking Violations 461.06
Small Claims Court Fees .34
Bail received 327.50
Witness Fees 20.40
Receipts of restitution money 8.10




Fines paid to State of
New Hampshire $ 2,590.32






Small Claims Court Collection
Payments 148.51




BREAK DOWN OF COURT OFFENSES FOR 1964
Motor Vehicle Violations 313
Town Ordinances 44






Taking w/o Authority 2
Procuring 7
Loaded Weapons in Vehicle 6
Failure to Report Timber Cutting 1
Negligent Shooting of Human 1
Forgery 1
Fugitive from Justice 1
False Report of Crime 1
Vagrancy 1
Derisive Words 2
Conduct after Accident 1
Juveniles 16
Assault and Battery 5
Fraud 1
Assault to Commit Robbery 1
Total 457
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
December 31, 1964, I finished my first full year as
Chief of Police in Plymouth. Many changes have
taken place and while many have been of benefit to
all, some changes have not been so good.
Of tremendous value to the department and to the
town has been the addition of the cruiser, and of
course the radio hookup. One without the other would
have been rather useless. They have proven their
worth many times in recent months. The promptness
and efficiency on many occasions of emergency has
been worth the investment.
The fourth Patrolman has been of extreme value
to this department. Now, we don't have to go through
the same routine every week of calling special officers
to fill in days off etc. Now, we have better coverage
and can enforce the laws a little more efficiently.
This has resulted in many more violators being
brought before court. An increase of 117 court cases.
Many of these improvements have been the re-
sult of several civic minded tax paying citizens who
have contributed time and money of their own to
help make this department operate in the best interest
of Plymouth. Much of what we have today we cer-
tainly owe to these people who have helped us in law
enforcement.
The year of 1964 has been very successful and
gratifying to say the least. With the continued co-
operation of the citizens of Plymouth, we in the Police
Department, hope that 1965 will be even better.






Inventory of Property of the Police Department
Year Ending 1964
1 Coin Counter $ 50.00
1 Coin Cart 15.00
1 Halicrafter Radio 50.00
2 Desks 25.00
1 Two-way Radio (State Police Frequency) 325.00
1 Small Steel File Cabinet 25.00
1 Standard File Cabinet 100.00
1 Storage Cabinet 55.00
1 Emergency Kit 21.00
1 Speed Timer 250.00
3 Two-way Radios (Interdepartment) 675.00
1 Walkie Talkie (Interdepartment) 192.50
2 Typewriters 75.00
1 Camera (Polaroid) 115.00
1 Photo Copier 75.00


























Water Rents (excess) 39.64
Misc. Car Repair 33.80
Dog Account 60.00
Police Chief Dues 5.00












Gas and Oil 398.17
Tires 112.94
Expense and Repairs 260.97
772.08
30,933.92
Police Credits: See Comparative Statement
Pistol Permits 36.00
Bicycle Registration 100.00
Parking Meter Damage 100.67
Police Refunds 46.70




REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Year Ending December 31, 1964
RECEIPTS
Cash on Hand January 1st 1964 $ 63.77
Town of Plymouth $ 5,254.00
Book Fines 322.46
Geo. Clark Fund 206.44
Helen Clark Fund 49.00
Gift - Plymouth Rotary Club 50.00












Fred H. Speed, Inc. 174.39
C. B. Titus, Inc. 78.39
252.78
White Mt. Power Co. 148.25
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 110.30




Doubleday & Co. 148.75
N. H. State Treasurer 700.00
Detective Book Club 37.20
Campbell Hall Co. 134.06
Book of the Month Club 77.86
63
Clays News Stand 147.06
Misc. 73.27
1,318.20
Equipment - Book Case
Wirthmore Stores -
Lumber 43.48
Lester Davis - Labor 25.00




Water & Sewer 39.00
Travel Expenses
Barbara Nims U.N.H. 75.00
Library School
Alice Dickinson Travel Exp.




Balance on Hand December 31, 1964 6.40
$ 5,955.67
* This includes Social Security and Withholding Tax






ANNUAL REPORT — 1964
Books owned Dec. 31, 1963
Adult Children Total
5,630 2,370 8,000
Added by purchase 152 149 301














Adult Fiction 5,377 5,881 304
Adult nonfiction 6,327 6,206
Children's fiction 5,800 6,735 935
Children's
nonfiction 2,356 2,919 563





Requests sent to State Library
Books borrowed from State Library
Books borrowed from Bookmobile
For our own library




































ANNUAL REPORT — 1964
To the Trustees of the Plymouth Public Library
:
Please accept the gratitude of the library staff for
your support, cooperation and contributions of time
and work.
We are happy to note an increase of 1,498 over last
year in the number of books loaned to children and
young people. Part of this is because more and more
parents are bringing their young children to the li-
brary. Another contributing factor is that 13 different
elementary school classes visited us with their teach-
ers. Our collection of children's books should be en-
larged to meet this demand. The Plymouth Rotary
Club very generously donated 21 books this year to
help in this area. More space is needed for shelving
for children's books ; also to prevent parents, children
and librarians from falling over each other during
the busy hours. Of course, we know that more space
is needed for reference books, adult books, and mag-
zine storage, as well.
There has been a decrease in the use of the adult
nonfiction due to the increased facilities in the High
School library, and we can now concentrate on provid-
ing nonfiction for the general adult public.
We have a very large turnover in membership
for a small library because of the hundreds of college
and high school students from out of town who come
to us during their years in school and then are seen no
more. Most of these students borrow books only oc-
casionally, but some are constant users of our facili-
ties. We can report a most cooperative spirit prevail-
ing among the two school libraries, the college library
and the public library so that all students may make
the best use of the total available material.
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The work room addition at the rear of the library
building was painted in January and immediately put
to use. The staff expresses its appreciation to the
Young Ladies Library Association for its generosity
in providing a bright and pleasant place for behind-
the- scenes operations such as book repair, clerical
work and correspondence. Not the least of the con-
veniences provided was the installation of running
water. The Young Ladies Library Association held an
"Open House" on April 15th and served punch and
cookies to all who came to admire. The Association
also gave the library a much needed up-to-date ref-
erence work — Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia.
The Library Committee of the Woman's Club spon-
sored the January meeting of the Club which was
held in the library and featured a talk by Shirley
Barker, State Library Consultant, on the proposed
state-wide improvement of library services. One of
these services is already available and we have taken
advantage of it this year by ordering most of our new
books through the State Library at a discount ap-
proximately 15% greater than we could hope to re-
ceive from any dealer if we ordered independently.
Eight volunteer workers (members of the Wo-
man's Club and others) have given us 64 hours doing
clerical work and stamping our name on more books.
Miss Nims received her certificate upon complet-
ing four summer sessions at the State Library spon-
sored summer school held at the University of New
Hampshire. We find that her studies and contacts
have informed and stimulated us in many ways.
Susan Hammond, a school girl, gave us 50 hours
during the summer. She was a most energetic and ef-
ficient assistant, helping with routine affairs while
Miss Nims was away at summer school, and after-
ward shifting the adult fiction collection on the shelves
while it was being weeded and condensed.
The librarian has attended five meetings concern-
ing library affairs at various places about the state
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during the year. Her assistant has attended one meet-
ing. The Bookmobile librarian brought a film pro-






As prescirbed by law, we have examined the books
and records maintained by the Selectmen, Town Treas-
urer, Town Clerk, Trustees of Trust Funds, Treasurer
of the Library Trustees, Treasurer of the Park and
Recreation Commission, Justice of the Municipal
Court and Justice of the District Court, and Tax Col-
lector.
The records of individual receipts and expenditures
were found to be correctly cast and properly vouched.
We have verified cash balances and reconciled
bank statements for such above officials who have
town business accounts.
We have examined the securities in the Trust Funds.
We have inspected the surety bonds of the Town
Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Trustees of

















The following is a report of Health Activities con-
ducted for Plymouth, by the N. H. Division of Public
Health - Public Health Nursing, for the year 1964.
In the fall of 1963, due to an outbreak of Type 3
polio in Canada, permission was obtained from the
Local Medical Society to conduct Sabin Oral Polio
clinics for immunizations. The series was completed
in 1964 with the following number of Sabins given:
At Plymouth Schools Type I & II, 298 (completing
series)
At Public Health Nurse's Office Types I, III, and
II, 157 (This clinic was for preschools and adults from
Plymouth and surrounding towns.)
At the request of the School Physician, the Public
Health Nurse assisted Dr. Mclver and Mrs. Morris at
a Tuberculin Testing Program at the school for grades
1-5-9-12. This was held at the end of September and
a total of 224 tests were given— finding 10 reactors.
All tuberculin test reactors were followed through
with home visits and chest x-rays recommended either
by their private physician or at the clinics. The family
contacts of tuberculin reactors were also recommended
to have chest x-rays. I am glad to report that very
good cooperation was received and many attended the
Mobil Chest X-ray Clinic held on September 23rd. Re-
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ports were sent to all having x-rays. Tuberculin test
reactors are advised to have routine chest x-rays an-
nually for at least three years.
Two chest x-ray clinics were held at I.O.O.F. Hall
in Plymouth. These were conducted by the N. H.
Tuberculosis Association cooperating with the N. H.
Division of Public Health. Full size x-rays are taken
at this clinic by Gene Alden, x-ray technician, and
chest examinations, as requested are given by Dr.
Eobert Kerr, Executive Director of the N. H. Tuber-
culosis Association. Cases are referred to the clinics
by physicians, public health nurses, notices to patients
needing repeat x-rays, and many walk-ins attend. A
total of 80 x-rays were taken. These clinics service
Plymouth and surrounding communities. Notices of
coming clinics are sent to physicians covering the area— reports are sent to referring physicians and to the
patients concerned.
The State Mobile Unit, for x-ray survey, visited
the industries in the town and then was available to
the public. At the public clinic a total of 263 chest
x-rays were taken. This clinic was held on September
23rd. Cards and letters were sent to all attending, from
the State Office, of the results of the x-rays and if
necessary patients were recommended to their private
physicians regarding further follow-up. The Public
Health Nurse assisted with the clerical work, also ar-
ranged for other workers.
Early in September an Immunization Survey was
conducted in Plymouth by the U. S. Public Health
Service, assisted by the Public Health Nurse and vo-
lunteer workers. The survey included all homes with
children under five years of age in Plymouth and
near vicinity. The women who assisted are to be com-
plimented on the excellent service given - which re-
quired a full day.
Twenty-one children from Plymouth have attended
a special pediatrics clinics which were held at War-
ren Medical Center during the year.
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These monthly clinics were serviced by Dr. Abbott
Wunegard of the N. H. Division of Public Health. The
following were given to Plymouth children.
Physical examinations 9
Psychological examinations 3
Sabin Type 3 3
Diphtheria, Tetanus & Whooping Cough
series 9, boosters 6
Diphtheria & Tetanus boosters 1
Straight Tetanus boosters & series 6
Tuberculin Tests 8
Smallpox Vaccinations 8
Public Health Nursing Visits have been made on
mothers, babies, preschools and others as necessary.
Cases have been referred to the following:
N. H. Cripple Children's Services Clinic
Hanover & Laconia
N. H. Cardiac Pediatric Clinics
Hanover & Laconia
Retarded Clinics
N. H. Sight Conservation Program
N. H. Vocational Rehabilitation
Applications for Laconia State School and
others as necessary.
A list of names of worthy children has been given
to the Plymouth Firemen's Operation Santa Claus for
remembrances at Christmas.
The Public Health Nurse has received many per-
sonal visits and phone calls at her office, regarding
health questions and problems. Referrals have been
made to private physicians, school nurse, N. H. Public
Welfare Workers, and local organizations as necessary.
Sabin Polio vaccine and gamma globulin has been
available and furnished to Plymouth physicians on
request.
The Division of Public Health Nursing is especially
interested in the work of the Pemigewasset Retarded
Association for Children and feels there is a great
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need for a special school or classes for the unfortunate
retarded child and also for the physically handicapped
child who has difficulty coping with the Public School
program.
My sincerest thanks to Local Physicians, Mrs.
Morris, R. N., the School Nurse, the School Personnel,
Members of Belknap-Merrimac Salon 8/49, American
Legion Auxiliary, and all organizations that assisted
with the Immunization Survey and the Glencliff
Christmas Gift Shop. I also appreciate having the use
of the I.O.O.F. Hall for the chest x-ray clinics.
Respectfully submitted,
LOIS B. REED, R. N.
Public Health Nurse,
N. H. Division of Public Health
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The Information Booth was opened Saturday, Juno
27, 1963 through Sunday, September 6 from 9:00
A. M. to 5:00 P. M. weekdays and from 1:00 P. M. to
5:00 P. M. Sundays.
A total of 6,086 cars containing 19,365 people were
served by Miss Hazel Downing, the veteran attendant.
This was an increase of 9.5% in the number of cars
over 1963 and the largest number served since records
have been kept.
The siphoning of traffic through Plymouth
from Interstate Route #93 was, no doubt, the cause
for this increase. It is interesting to note that al-
though 527 more cars were serviced than in 1963
there were only 457 more people, an increase of less
than one person per car.
Cars were recorded from every state except Mon-
tana and North Dakota, every Canadian province ex-
cept Alberta, Newfoundland and Saskatchewan. There
was a total of eighteen people from eight foreign
countries.
The Plymouth Chamber of Commerce wishes to
express its appreciation to the taxpayers for their
support of the booth. All of the appropriation was
expended for the salary of the attendant.
Plymouth Chamber of Commerce
by Clarence H. Jones, Secretary
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CIVIL DEFENSE REPORT - 1964
During the past year fallout shelters approved by
the federal government were stocked and marked. At
the present time spaces exist for 1,073 persons. It is
recognized that this is not sufficient for the total popu-
lation of the town and the college and so it is recom-
mended that planning be done on a family basis. It
should be pointed out that spaces do exist which do
not meet the federal specifications for stocking but
would give protection. However, families should have
a sufficient supply of food and water plus other emer-
gency equipment which would suffice for a period of
at least two weeks.
Last year in my report I mentioned the problem
of communications in the town. Through the purchase
of additional radio equipment the facilities have been
strengthened and as a result the towrn is presently
benefiting through better contact with emergency
units and as a result are getting better service for their
tax dollar. We have also established a radio network
with outlying towns and this network has already
proved to be of a significant value and will prove to be
of future benefit to the town.
I am very grateful to the local organizations who
contributed toward the purchase of the radio equip-
ment. We received contributions from Carl Adams, the
Lions Club, the Pemigewasset National Bank, The
Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank, the Chamber of
Commerce, 0. A. Miller Company, and Sprague Elec-
tric Company.
This year the organization is losing one of the best
workers for Civil Defense in Plymouth because of
Clifford Mayhew's moving to Campton. He was a Di-
rector of Civil Defense and for several years has been
chief of the auxiliary police. Charles Morse has con-
sented to take over as chief of the auxiliary police
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and has already made plans for future developments
in this organization.
As a result of the federal surplus and matching
funds programs we have been able to effect some sav-
ings for the town in the purchase of necessary equip-
ment not only in Civil Defense but in other depart-
ments as well.
It is planned in the future to strengthen still
further the emergency units in the town. Particular
plans are being made for the auxiliary police, the
emergency operating center at the fire station, com-
munications, and in addition the development of ad-





REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND YOUR DISTRICT CHIEF
The 1964 forest fire season surpassed the record
year of 1963 in both length and severity. For the
second successive year, we experienced a rainfall
deficiency of more than ten inches and the compound-
ing of such drought conditions, together with the
many days of strong, dry winds, characterized 1964
as one cf the most hazardous years in the past half
century. Although our fire season was three weeks
longer than that of 1963, the number of fires showed
only a slight increase and more remarkable was the
fact that the area burned dropped from 2280 acres in
1963 to 900 acres in 1964. Early detection and rapid
response kept many potential fire disasters from be-
coming reality. We all owe a debt of gratitude to the
men in this community who responded and fought our
fires so efficiently. Our state is now 86% wooded and
its economy - both industrial and recreational - is
greatly dependent on this forest resource. The respon-
sibility for adequate fire protection of this great area—4,350,000 acres, is everyone's responsibility and pre-
vention is one of our most effective tools.
Prevention is good common sense.
1. Take your rubbish to the town dump. If you
must burn, obtain a permit and watch your
fire until it is dead out.
2. Instruct your children in fire safety. Keep
matches from young children. Explain to them
the dangers of lighting matches and making
outdoor fires.
3. Be sure discarded smoking material and match-
es are out.
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A major portion of our preventable fires this
year are chargeable to three causes: (1) permit fires
allowed to escape; (2) children playing with matches;
and (3) smokers. Let's be mindful of the fact that
all such fires endanger property and lives.
We wish to thank you for your very fine
cooperation during the past fire season and with your
continued cooperation we are confident we can improve
our fire record in 1965.
Permits issued in Plymouth 1964 — 148.









PARK AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Plymouth, New Hampshire
For Year Ending December 31, 1964
Faced with a large water bill from 1963, repairs
to the dam at Fox Pond were made prior to the open-
ing of the 1964 season. Mr. M. McLoud and son con-
tributed time and materials greatly above the $500
bill submitted for the repairs made. The water bill
for 1964 amounted to $272.07, well within the budget-
ed amount and a sum which should be considered
reasonable for the operation of a swimming pool.
From 65 to 80 children enjoyed daily swimming as
well as instruction during the summer program. A
new dam at Fox Pond would cost in the neighborhood
of $10,000, as estimated by Mr. Don Ferrin of the
United States Soil Conservation Service. It has been
proven, however, that Fox Pond can operate without a
new dam and your Commissioner believes that minor
improvements necessary in 1965 will not exceed $500.
Additional improvements beyond this will not be
necessary, barring unforseen circumstances.
The usual activities, coordinated by your Commis-
sioner with the Plymouth Recreation Association, in-
cluded summer playground, swimming, basketball,
skating and skiing. We owe our thanks to several
people for their participation in the past year's activi-
ties and in particular to Mr. Lloyd Hawkensen for
skating, Mr. John Foley for playground and swim-




PLYMOUTH PARK AND RECREATION
COMMISSION
1964 Annual Financial Report
Receipts
Cash on hand, January 1,
1964 $ 64.69
Town of Plymouth, Appropriation
(for 1963 deficit expenditure,
balance due Water Dept.) 2,535.67
Town of Plymouth, Approp. 3,414.33
Miscellaneous Donations 31.25
Plymouth Recreation Assn., Inc. 45.00
Plymouth Recreation Assn., Inc. 312.46
$ 6,403.40
Disbursements
Summer Program: Playground and Swimming
Salaries, gross,










Water for pond and bath
house (1964 season) 272.07
1963 Water Bill paid (1963
deficit item) 2,535.67
Repairs to dam at Fox Pond 500.00
Plymouth Little League share 50.00
Plymouth Town Band concerts 600.00
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Int. Rev. Service, FICA,
canteen salary- 6.38
Bank Service charge 3.08
Skating rink expense
(flooding) 45.00
Plymouth Recreation Assn. 64.49
6,372.66
ish on hand, December 31, 1964 30.74
$ 6,403.40
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PLYMOUTH RECREATION ASSOCIATION, INC.
1964 ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
Receipts :




















Shrubs for Orr Memorial
Insurance—fire, theft on equip.
Water bill for pond
Batchelder Tree Service,
burning and cleaning





















Plymouth Park & Recreation
Commission fund for flooding
skating rink 45.00
Plymouth Park and Recreation
Commission, fund for flooding




Misc., p. p. 1.00 & S. C. .14 1.14
Total Disbursements 1,718.48 1,718.48
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of Plymouth Village Fire Dis-
trict qualified to vote in District Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Guy E.
Speare Auditorium on Thursday, the 11th day of
March next at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon to act on
the following subjects.
Article 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing
year.
Article 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
Article 3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing
year.
Article 4. To choose one District Commissioner
for the ensuing three years.
Article 5. To choose one District Commissioner
for the ensuing year.
Article 6. To choose Auditors for the ensuing
year.
Article 7. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise for fire apparatus, supplies, care of
fire alarm system, pay of firemen and other necessary
expense of said District for the ensuing year.
Article 8. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise for fire protection for the ensuing
year. (Hydrant Rental)
Article 9. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the Commissioners to borrow such sums of
money as may be necessary to pay debts of the Dis-
trict and to give notes therefor, countersigned by the
District Treasurer.
Article 10. To see what sum the District will vote
to appropriate to extend the District water main from
the Fairgrounds Road southerly and westerly along
Cookville Road, so-called, to a point in said Cookville
Road in front of the dwelling house of William Carpen-
ter, and to raise said sum by borrowing on the credit
of the District through the issuance of serial notes or
bonds of the District to be signed by the District Com-
missioners and counter-signed by the Treasurer in ac-
cordance with the New Hampshire Municipal Finance
Act. (By Petition).
Article 11. To see if the District will vote to par-
ticipate in the local District Fire Mutual Aid system
and to authorize the Commissioners to enter into such
mutual aid system on behalf of the District, all in ac-
cordance with New Hampshire Revised Statutes An-
notated 154:30, et. seq.
Article 12. To transact any other business that
may legally come before the said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 25th day of












PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Report of Treasurer—Fire Department
For Year Ending, December 31, 1964
INCOME





Town of Plymouth $373.05
Town of Campton 847.64
Town of Holderness 266.19
Town of Bridgewater 20.88
Forest Fires 98.20
False Alarms 32.10
Fire without Permit 53.50
1,691.56

















New Burner Permits 205.00






















Sale of Surplus Switch
Box 39.65
Sale of Used Hose 10.00








Fire Station Supplies & Expenses 907.93
New Apparatus
:
New Fire Truck 19,411.71
New Radio for Truck 219.29
$47,959.41
















District Officers Salaries •
Commissioners
:
E. Walter Avery 90.39
Stephen W. Smith 81.75
Warren Blake 53.35
Edward C. Desmond 24.51
Treasurer:
Milton E. Pettengill 150.00
Auditors:
Leon M. Huntress 25.00
Samuel W. Dreghorn 25.00
Moderator
:









































Cash on Hand, Dec. 31, 1964 35.43
$47,959.41
REPORT OF FIRE CALLS FOR THE YEAR
OF 1964
The Plymouth Fire Department answered 75 calls
during the year 1964.
Town Box Alarms—14
Out of Town Alarms—10
Breakdown of alarms responded to:
Buildings—
6
















The new Maxim pumping engine was delivered,
tested and passed by the New Hampshire Board of
Underwriters and placed in service.
500 Feet of newT two and one-half inch hose and
150 feet of one and one-half inch hose was purchased
to supply hose for the new pumper.
A new Scott Air-Pac Mask was purchased through
matching funds.
Necessary repairs were made to the Fire Alarm
System and one new street box added.








Fuel $ 1,000.00 $ 602.44 $ 700.00
Light & Power 400.00 339.98 400.00
New Apparatus 1,700.00 21,143.60 1,000.00
Fire Station Supplies 700.00 907.93. 700.00
Office Expenses 400.00 211.74 400.00
Printing 100.00 78.35 100.00
Garage 1,000.00 514.34 800.00
Maintenance 1,000.00 1,150.71 700.00
Insurance 800.00 1,033.27 1,000.00
District Officers 475.00 475.00 475.00
Miscellaneous 100.00 55.56 100.00
Pay to Firemen 14,000.00 15,526.92 15,000.00
Social Security and
Retirement 750.00 789.88 800.00
Note Payment & Interest 3,720.00
$22,425.00 $42,829.72 $25,895.00
Water Department
For Fire Protection (hydrants) $10,300.00
11
PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Report of Treasurer—Sewer Department
For The Year Ending December 31, 1964
INCOME
Cash on hand, Dec. 31, 1963 $ 821.77






Labor and Supplies 149.40
Plymouth Water Dept. 3,000.00
Interest, Plym. Savings Bank 19.17
19,270.94


































Salary Office Clerk 993.75




















Cash on hand December 31,
1964 7,333.16
Plymouth Savings Bank 479.39
Outstanding Sewer Accts. 134.40 7,946.95
$20,687.33
14
PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Report of the Treasurer - Water Dept.
For the Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1964
Cash on Hand Dec. 31, 1963 $ 913.03
Petty Cash on hand
January 1, 1963 25.00





























































Salaries of District Officers 650.00

























records to conform with

































Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1964 390.66
Petty Cash on hand
December 31, 1964 25.00
Savings Bank Account 751.78
Outstanding Water Accounts 309.70




PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
SEWER DEPARTMENT
Special Account for Proposed Treatment Plant
RECEIPTS














H. D. Trojano—Surveying Site $ 670.00
Whitman & Howard—Final Plans 45,000.00
Boston & Maine Railroad
—
Final Land Payment 6,750.00
Legal Fees—W. F. Batchelder 250.00
Interest—Pemigewasset
National Bank 16.06
Bank Service Charges 1.68
TOTAL PAYMENTS $52,687.74
Cash en hand, December 31, 1964 12.26
$52,700.00
19
PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Relocation Account
Income
Pemigewasset National Bank J510,000.00






H. R. Prescott & Sons, Inc. 353.75
R. D. Wood Co. 1,706.93
Plymouth Water Dept. 593.25
Grossman's 1.40
New England Tel. & Tel. Co 5.70
Plymouth Fire Dept. 40.00
Adams Super Market 1.28
2,702.31
Peg Mill Hill Construction:
Water
H. R. Prescott & Sons, Inc. 286.00
Engineering—Whitman &
Howard Inc. 1,335.30
Plymouth Water Dept. 278.00
Nalews Inc. 13,157.08
New England Tel. & Tel. Co 1.05
The Record Print 9.78








Plymouth Sewer Dept. 12.00
Plymouth Water Dept. 10.00
The Record Print 9.77
18,680.96
Total Payments 36,450.48
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1964 3,549.52
$40,000.00
21






State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire








D. L. Maher Co.
Parcel Post & Express
The Record Print
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.
















PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT-
WATER DEPT. 1964 WORK REPORT
New Water Service Lines Installed—10
New Water Motors Installed—
5




Old Water Meters Replaced—23
Meters Junked—11
Meters Checked—27
New Water Mains Installed
:











PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
SEWER DEPT.
1964 Work Report
New Connections to Sewers—
2
New Sewer Manholes Installed—
4
Sewers Repaired or Cleaned—23
So far there has been no radical change in our
water supply, either in quantity or quality, due to
Highway #93 Construction.
We now have an automatic draw down indicator
installed in our new well, so we will be able to tell in-
stantly if anything should happen to the source of
supply. We also send samples to be analyzed at least
once a month to safeguard our quality of water.
Well testing for a new source of supply, which is
being paid for by the Department of Public Works and
Highways, is still going on. The Baker River Valley
and West Plymouth Valley have been covered and no
water has been found that will not require treatment.
The Pemigewasset Valley up to the Campton Line
was tested to no avail.
At this time an area south of Plymouth, near the
Bridgewater Line, has been tested and seems to have
possibilities, however, more pumping and analysis will
be necessary to determine if this area could be used for
our supply if necessary.
The Water Department relaid 809 ft. 6 in. of water
pipe due to Highway #93 Construction at the site of
the former White Duck Cabins at a total cost of
$2,702.31.
The Sewer Department relaid 656 ft. of 8" sewer
pipe and built two manholes, due to Highway #93
Construction at the site of the former White Duck
Cabins at a total cost of $1,289.69.
24
Due to the relocation of Highway U. S. #3 at Peg
Mill Hill, the Water and Sewer Departments relaid
by contract 1,258 ft. of 10" water pipe and installed
two hydrants, also relaid 1,564 ft. 10" sewer pipe and
built nine manholes. This contract will not be complet-
ed until relocation is completed and able to maintain
traffic. So far, this relocation has cost $33,748.17.
In 1964 due to State Highway Construction and
land purchased for Plymouth State College a total of
14 service lines and meters have been discontinued.
Due to other causes 4 have been discontinued.
In 1964 eleven connections to the sewer have been
discontinued.
In 1964 364 ft. of new pipe of all sizes were laid.
All hydrants in the district had new gaskets in-
stalled in all hose outlets.





We have audited the cash books of the Treasurer
of the Plymouth Village Fire District for the year end-
ing December 31, 1964, and have found the entries to
have been correctly cast and properly vouched.
We have examined the surety bonds of the Treasur-
er and Secretary of the District.
We have burned fifteen (15) Water Department
bonds, numbered 163-177, inclusive, and five (5)
Water Department bonds, numbered 46-50, inclusive,,
totaling $20,000.00.
We have burned ten (10) Water Department bonds,
each with twenty coupons attached, numbered 123-132,
inclusive, totalling $12,000.00.
We have burned the following coupons:
One (1) numbered 40, totalling $10.00— October
1963.
One hundred thirty-eight (138) numbered 163-300,
inclusive, totalling $1,380.00—April 1964.
Twenty (20) numbered 46-65, inclusive, totalling
$225.00—May 1964.
One hundred twenty-three (123), numbered 178-
300, inclusive, totalling $1,230.00—October 1964.
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RAYMOND E. WELCH, JR.
Superintendent of Schools
M. WAYNE BOWIE
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the
Town of Plymouth in the County of Grafton in said
State qualified to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Guy E.
Speare Auditorium in said District on the 4th day of
March, 1965, at 8:00 o'clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following' subjects:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensu-
ing year.
Article 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing
year.
Article 3. To choose a member of the School
Board for the ensuing three years.
Article 4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing'
year.
Article 5. To hear the reports of agents, audi-
tors, committees or officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
Article 6. To choose agents, auditors and com-
mittees in relation to any subject embraced in the
Warrant.
Article 7. To see if the District will raise and
appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Five Thousand
One Hundred Forty Dollars and Seventy-Eight Cents
($405,140.78) for the support of schools, and for the
payments of statutory obligations of the District, and
to authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from the
State Foundation Aid Fund, together with other in-
come, the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the
balance between the estimated revenue and the appro-
priation, which leaves an estimated balance of Two
Hundred Twelve Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Dol-
lars and Sixty Cents ($212,880.60) to be raised by
taxes by the Town.
Article 8. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the School Board to make application for
and to accept, on behalf of the District, any or all
grants or offers for educational purposes which may
now or hereafter be forthcoming from the State of
New Hampshire, the United States, or any other
sources.
Article 9. To see if the District will vote to ex-
tend the contract between the. Plymouth Town School
District and the Plymouth State College for the in-
struction of elementary school pupils, kindergarten
through Grade Six, one year from June 30, 1966, until
June 30, 1967.
Article 10. To see if the District will authorize
the School Board to convey the right, title and interest
of the District to the Sargent School property, so-call-
ed, authorizing the School Board members to sign a
deed, or deeds, of said premises in the name of the
District and to sell the same at private sale or public
auction.
Article 11. To see what sum of money the Dis-
trict will vote to raise and appropriate for the purpose
of providing a class for the mentally retarded.
Article 12. To transact any other business that
may lawfully come before the meeting.
Given under our hands at said Plymouth this 17th
day of February, 1965.




A true copy of warrant: Attest:





Hereby submitted is my annual report as your
Superintendent of Schools.
The education of Plymouth school children should
be a vital concern to everyone in the district. During
past years, we have been fortunate in securing quality
education for our youngsters with an expenditure that
was not commensurate with the education they were
getting. As we look to the years ahead, I think we
must expect and plan to spend more money and do our
best to get a better return on our dollar by producing
better educated youngsters.
Two major problems are facing the Plymouth
School District which must be given considerable
thought. Our contract with Plymouth State College
and the State cf New Hampshire to provide instruc-
tion and instructional materials to educate our chil-
dren is about to lapse. The original contract was to
end June 30, 1965 but it was voted at the last school
district meeting to extend it one year. Due to the
presently fluid educational situation, the district is
being asked once more to extend this contract for one
year only. Before the end of this period, a new con-
tract should be drawn up. This will require a good
deal of thinking and work for school officials. My
recommendation would be to continue the contract if
we can come to a reasonable agreement on terms. I
think there is some question at this time from their
point of view as to how and on what basis another
contract should be written.
The other, and more urgent, situation that faces
us is the solution of our own high school problem.
Over the years, Plymouth High School has traditional-
ly been the educational center for the high school
pupils from surrounding towns. We are rapidly
reaching the point where our present building will
not be able to accommodate the Plymouth pupils and
all of those from nearby towns who desire to get their
secondary school education here. It is perfectly true
that some of these could be turned away and thus
make room for all of our youngsters but I do not think
this is the solution. Our pupils gain because more
students make competition keener and course offer-
ings more diversified. The time is not too far distant
when some decision must be made. At the present
time a Cooperative School Planning Board has been
working since September trying to find a solution. At
this point it is generally agreed the answer that suits
all of us the best is a grades 7-12 cooperative school
effort. Two plans are now being considered. One
would be for the Cooperative School District to buy the
high school and vocational buildings at an appraised
figure, they to make changes and alterations in Ply-
mouth High School and use this with auxiliary facili-
ties, for a seventh and eighth grade accredited Junior
High School. This plan has merit in that it will save
the districts concerned, including Plymouth, several
hundred thousand dollars. At the same time this
would free four classrooms in the Memorial School for
needed elementary grade expansion. The complexity
of the problem has been increased by an interest ex-
hibited first by the State Board of Education and then
by the University of New Hampshire Board of Trust-
ees in the purchace of some of our buildings as part
of Plymouth State College. At one time the interest
was rather high, and then deteriorated to the point
where there seemed to be none. Now there seems to
be a little. It seems to the writer that as the college
grows, the fact is inescapable that our town school
buildings are in the center of their planning. If not
now, at some future date certainly, the consideration
must be that they will want to acquire part or all of
the buildings. This, in a way, is beside the point but it
makes the problem more difficult. However, be that
as it may, we certainly can not wait for them to make
up their minds. If the Cooperative buys Plymouth
High School and the Vocational Building as there is
some thought of doing, when acquisition was designed
8
by the college, dealings would be made with the Coop-
erative School Board of Education rather than with
this school district. The other solution would be to
build new facilities on a selected site to house grades
7-12. This probably is the better solution although
not the cheapest.
Eight towns are now involved in the study which
should come to a culminating vote late this spring.
The situation is changed somewhat since our last at-
tempt at cooperation. Ashland now finds itself in the
position where something must be done. Some pupils
there are on double sessions, and it is becoming more
and more expensive for them to furnish a comprehen-
sive education at a price they can afford. I am very
hopeful that enough towns will vote in favor of the
venture this time so that a start can be made. As the
study progresses and begins to reach the point where
votmg will take place, hearings will be held in towns
to explain what is proposed and what it will cost as
well as answer any questions people have concerning
it. These meetings will be given publicity and I urge
each citizen as a voter in town and those who are in-
terested in good education to attend. Our educational
system is good now, but we want to make it better. I
am firmly convinced as I have mentioned previously,
that our new road system plus a new modern educa-
tional plant would do more to boost the economy of this
area than anything else. We are now in an ideal sit-
uation to grow but education and educational facilities
have to expand first.
Our teacher turn-over this year percentagewise is
well below other schools in the state. The fact we now
have a fairly good salary schedule, the college being
here, and good recreational opportunities mean much
in the way of holding power over teachers. Only two
replacements needed to be made in our whole staff this
year. Mr. A. Justin Staples replaced Mr. Sargent in
Science and Mr. Paul R. Blow replaced Mr. Lambert in
Foreign Languages. Mr. Staples graduated from the
University of Maine and had been teaching in Maine
last year. Mr. Blow is a graduate of St. Francis Col-
lege and taught Foreign Languages for several years
in Connecticut. Both seem to be happy here and are
working out well. It is too early to tell how much
teacher turn-over there will be for next year but it has
been known for several months that Mr. Pelkie, Di-
rector of Physical Education and Coach is leaving in
June to resume his studies. At the present time there
are many applicants. Screening of the candidates has
started and the employment of one of them will un-
doubtedly be made shortly.
Please be reminded if there are a group or groups
of interested people who desire more information on
the current status of the Cooperative School Study
problem, or any phase of it, that arrangements can
be made through my office for speakers or informa-
tion.
In closing, it should be mentioned that we were all
saddened with the passing of Mrs. Jean Chapman
shortly after district meeting last year. She was an
excellent school board member and a tireless worker
for the schools. Her position was filled in accordance
with School Law by the appointment of Mrs. Phyllis





EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY
Section 5, Chapter 243, Laws of 1953, of the State
of New Hampshire, requires that the school district
annual reports show the total amount paid to the
superintendent of schools as per the following quo-
tations: "Reports. Each superintendent of a super-
visory union shall annually prepare a report showing
the total salary paid to the superintendent, which
report shall show in detail the amount derived from
the per capita tax and the amount paid directly by
each school district in the union."
One-half of the supervisory union expenses is
prorated among the several school districts of the
union on the basis of adjusted valuation. One-half
is prorated on the basis of average daily membership
in the school for the previous school year ending June
30th. The Superintendent of Supervisory Union No. 48
during 1963-64 received a salary of $9,700.00 which
was made up as follows: $4,500.00 paid from the per
capita tax and $5,200.00 prorated among the several
school districts. Allowances of $1,100.00 for travel
within the union was also prorated as stated above.
The several school districts now number five since,
by State Department of Education directive, Wood-
stock School District is no longer a part of Supervisory
Union #48.
The table shows the portion of salary and travel
charged to each school district.
Salary Travel





$ 5,200.00 $ 1,100.00
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Superintendent's Salary for 1963-64 based on the
above figure is reconciled as follows: $4,500.00. paid
from State per capita tax plus $5,200. paid by various




By further directive of the State Department of
Education, the School District of Warren will become
a part of Supervisory Union #48 as of July 1, 1965.
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PRINCIPAL'S ANNUAL REPORT
I hereby submit my thirteenth annual report as
principal of Plymouth High School.
This year I would like to list some of the advant-
ages that a new "co-op" high school would be to Ply-
mouth and the outlying towns that would join the
venture.
Early statistics show that we would have at least
300 seventh and eighth grade students. Here is where
the biggest gain and improvement will be seen and ap-
preciated by the students and school districts.
1. These 300 students will all have the same cur-
riculum for a background before they enter the senior
high school.
2. There would be a remedial reading teacher and
a remedial math teacher to help struggling students
in these two fields.
3. A music teacher, who would be able to develop
musicians for the high school band and chorus.
4. A physical education teacher for better health
education.
5. An art teacher who would have more time for
the artistically inclined youngsters.
6. All girls would have two years of home eco-
nomics.
7. The boys would have industrial arts for the
same period.
8. French would be available for interested stu-
dents.
9. There would be at least six groups in each
13
grade and that would make for excellent ability
grouping. This would give more incentive and com-
petition to the students, who may not have had to
work too hard in the present set up.
10. Teachers would be specialists in their fields.
There would be at least 600 students in grades 9,
10, 11 and 12. This number is also manageable to
the advantage of the student and the system.
Many courses would be added without added ex-
pense because there would be enough students to fill
the classes.
The high school could have a lot more space for its
various activities, such as dramatics, music, intra-
mural sports, and outside physical education next to
the gymnasium.
We could offer two modern foreign languages if
the student body desired it.
A new building would be something that all the
communities would be proud to call their own.
There would be more of an incentive for people to
settle in this area because of a new high school.
Graduates of 1964
Four year colleges 26
Two year colleges and



































































Cross Country and Track:









Total Expenditures and Balance $4,991.35
I wish to express my appreciation to the School
Board, Superintendent Bowie, teachers, students and








To: The School Board, Superintendent of Schools,
and Parents and Citizens of Plymouth:
Great emphasis is being placed on elementary
school libraries in our nation today. Our
own elementary school library has a total of 3,751
books; 1,875 non-fiction and reference, 1,876 fiction
books. By January 1966, I expect we will have over
4,000 books available for the children of the element-
ary school. Our library is one of the outstanding
elementary school libraries in the state. The Ply-
mouth State College Library makes available to us
film strips, records, courses of study, sample books
and other curricular materials for our instructional
program.
Mrs. Pauline Buczynski has been employed by
Plymouth State College to fill the vacancy created by
the death of Mrs. Ella Batchelder.
In memory of Mrs. Ella Fleming
Batchelder, dedicated teacher, com-





SCHOOL CALENDAR SUPERVISORY UNION #4&
1965 — 1966
September 8, 1965 Schools Open
October 12, 1965 Schools Closed - Columbus Day
October 15, 1965 Schools Closed - Teachers' Convention
November 11, 1965 Schools Closed - Veterans' Day-
November 24, 1965 Schools Close for Thanksgiving
November 29, 1965 Schools Reopen
December 22, 1965 Schools Close after all-day
session - Christmas
January 3, 1966 Schools Reopen
February 18, 1966 Schools Close - February Vacation
February 28, 1966 Schools Reopen
April 22, 1966 Schools Close - April Vacation
May 2, 1966 Schools Reopen
May 30 ,1966 Schools Closed - Memorial Day
June 22, 1966 Schools Close
This calendar allows for 183 school days. Three
days may be lost because of storms or other emer-
gencies. Schools in various towns will close in June
after 180 complete days.
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SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT
The following is a report of the Plymouth school
health program for the year 1964.
Dr. F. D. Mclver, school physician, completed
physical examinations for 342 pupils and 40 pre-
school children.
Dental inspections for 40 pre-school children were
done by Dr. E. B. Crowell on registration day in
April. Mrs. Beth Young, of Holderness, ARC Gray
Lady assisted on this day.
The Lindsay Fund, administered by the American
Red Cross, provided dental care for 12 children (22
extractions and 13 fillings) during a ten-week period.
The Lion's Club provided new glasses for three
children and new frames for one child.
In conjunction with the N. H. Dept. of Health, un-
der the supervision of Mrs. Lois Reed R. N., Sabin
Polio vaccine (type 1) was administered to a total of
294 pupils and teachers in January. Mrs. Elsie Le-
tendre and Mrs. Phyllis Robertson assisted at this
clinic.
In September, Dr. Mclver conducted a Sterneedle
tuberculin test clinic. A total of 224 pupils and
teachers received the test. Mrs. Marjorie Trojano,
R. N. assisted at this clinic which was under the sup-
ervision of Mrs. Lois Reed, R. N. of the N. H. Dept. of
Health. Among those tested, ten reactors were found
and follow-ups (which include tests for contacts and
discussion of X-rays) were done by Mrs. Reed and
the school nurse.
At the Warren Public Health Clinic, physical ex-
ams and psychometrics were completed for two chil-
dren.
Crippled children's services sponsored psychome-
trics and re-evaluation of a physical handicap for one
child.
19













Chicken Pox—32; Mumps—5; Scarletina—1; "Flu"
Viruses—77; German Measles—8; Measles—2; Im-
petigo—2 ; Scarlet Fever — 1 ; Streptococal sore
throats—2.
At present there are 10 children receiving free
hot lunch and six receiving free mid-morning milk.
I wish to thank the people who have helped
with this program during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
DOROTHY J. MORRIS, R. N.
School Nurse
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PLYMOUTH SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
July 1, 1963 to June 30, 1964




























RECEIVED (Wholesale Value) $2,159.58
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BALANCE SHEET
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964
Assets
:
Cash in Bank $ 32.80
Food Inventory—June 30 25.00
Reimbursement due Program 502.08
Supplies Inventory—June 30 50.00
TOTAL ASSETS $ 609.88
Liabilities
:
Other Accounts Payable $1,259.85
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1,259.85
AGNES E. RILEY
School Lunch Program Bookkeeper
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
IN ACCOUNT WITH
PLYMOUTH TOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
PLUMBING, HEATING AND ALTERATION
ACCOUNT
July 1, 1963 to June 30, 1964
Receipts
Cash on hand—July 1, 1963 $1,770.91
Total Income None
•Cash on hand—June 30, 1964 $1,770.91
Disbursements
No School Board Orders on Plumbing
Heating and Alteration Account
The above is a true and correct statement of the
transactions of the Treasurer for the fiscal year end-




Plymouth, New Hampshire, July 10, 1964
We have today examined the foregoing account,
the books and records of Josephine B. Largent, Treas-
urer of Plymouth Town School District, and found
them correctly cast and properly vouched. We have





REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
IN ACCOUNT WITH
PLYMOUTH TOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
July 1, 1963 to June 30, 1964
INCOME AND RECEIPTS
Cash on Hand—July 1, 1963 $ 14.25
1963-64 Appropriation as






Town of Plymouth 213,869.51
State of New Hampshire:
Federal Reimbursement on
Salaries of Vocational
Teachers & travel 307.49
State Foundation Aid 14,603.75
Building Aid
—
RSA Chapter 198 4,789.36
Driver Training
Reimbursement 1,620.00
Reimbursement for Title III
Project 1,408.97
Total received from
State of N. H. 22,729.57
Tuitions'—Elementary 355.00
High School 114,458.33









Work Comp. Audit 24.98
Interest to 4/1/64 on funds
held to meet bonds
& Coupons due 6/1/49








Town of Plymouth 138,960.72
Total Income $352,844.48






State of New Hampshire i
for Hot Lunch and Milk
Program 3,275.87













to pay Shawmut National
Bank of Boston for
6/1/38 Bonds finally
presented for payment 3,303.75
Total Receipts other than
Income 7,903.24





due 9/1/63—6 months 1,350.00
$80,000.00 at 3%









Unpaid balance $80,000.00 10,000.00
Issue of 7/15/61
due 7/15/63
Unpaid balance $55,000.00 10,000.00
Rebates on tuitions 559.30
Plymouth Teachers College:






Disbursements other than Expenses
(Distributions by District
for which it received
receipts of equal amounts)
:
State of New Hampshire
—





Social Security Taxes 946.86
Blue Cross Supervisory Union
No. 48 Secretary, etc. 301.62





To Shawmut National Bank
of Boston for 6/1/38 Bonds
finally presented for
payment 3,303.75
Total Disbursements other than Expenses 7,903.24
Total Disbursements Per Orders
Of the School Board 8360,077.42
TOTAL INCOME $360,747.72
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 8360,077.42
Cash on hand—June 30, 1964 $ 670.30
The above is a true and correct statement of the
transactions of the Treasurer for the fiscal year end-





We have today examined the foregoing account,
the books of Josephine B. Largent, Treasurer of the
Plymouth Town School District, and find them cor-
rectly cast and properly vouched. We have this day
destroyed bonds and coupons presented for payment
to the District, as follows: 3 Bonds, Nos. 35-37 @
$1,000.00 due June 1, 1949 totaling $3,000.00 10
Bonds Nos. 41-50 due Sept. 1, 1963, totaling $10,000,-
00. 10 Bonds Nos. 11-20 @ $1,000.00 due July 15,
1963, totaling $10,000.00. 27 Coupons at $11.25
totaling $303.75 due June 1, 1949. 80 Coupons at
$15.00 due March 1, 1964 totaling $1,200.00. 55 Cou-
pons at $16.50 due January 1, 1964, $907.50. 90 Cou-
pons at $15.00 totaling $1,350.00 due Sept. 1, 1963.











Cash on hand, June 30, 1964:
General Fund $ 670.30
Building Fund 1,152.89
Accounts Receivable:
Hot Lunch Program—May $ 397.10
Hot Lunch Program—June 104.98













Excess of Liabilities over Assets 130,454.95
Status of School Bonds
Outstanding, July 1, 1963 $155,000.00
Payments on Principal of Debt 20,000.00
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110.1 $ 1,065.00 1,075.00 1,075.00
135 Contracted Services 180.00 480.00 480.00
1901 Dist. Officers' Expenses 1,340.78 775.00 775.00
210.1 Principals' Salaries 12,772.50 13,900.00 14,525.00
210.2 Tchr. Consultants $ Supervisors 7,100.00 7,400.00
210.3 Teachers' Salaries 117,170.88 123,225.00 127,650.00
210.4 Other Instr. Staff 5,801.25 6,300.00 6,525.00
210.5 Secretarial & Clerical 1,184.31 1,350.00 1,350.00
215 Textbooks 5,288.86 2,822.19 2,942.68
220 Libraries & Audiovisual
Mat'l. 1,527.70 2,744.65 2,036.25
230 Teaching" Supplies 7,140.58 8,452.42 12,600.00
235 Contracted Services 320.39 335.00 335.00
290 Other Expenses 915.70 1,360.50 1,306.00
310 Attendance Salary 100.00 100.00 100.00
410 Health Services Salaries 3,045.00 2,775.00 3,700.00
490 Other Health Expenses 80.86 100.00 100.00
535 Transportation Contracted
Services 10,185.00 11,275.00 11,775.00
610 Operation of Plant
Salaries 11,701.49 12,400.00 12,800.00
630 Custodial Supplies 4,488.27 3,650.50 3,507.10
610 Heat 7,772.52 8,000.00 8,000.00
645 Utilities, except heat 6,134.56 6,000.00 6,300.00
690 Other Expenses - Plant 19.25
710 Maintenance Salaries 1,144.75 650.00 1,000.00
725 Replacement of Equipment 438.38 454.00 572.50
726 Repairs to Equipment 564.92 245.00 250.00
735 Contracted Services -
Maintenance 1,108.69 775.50 743.00
766 Repairs to Buildings 3,682.04 1,500.00 8,400.00
850.2 Teachers' Retirement
System 6,831.75 7,555.08 7,969.50
850.3 FICA - Employer's 2,244.39 4,684.56 4,577.34
855 Insurance 3,464.94 4,514.09 4,600.00
975.1 Federal Monies - School
Lunch /Milk 3,275.87 3,700.00 3,500.00
975.2 District Monies -
School Lunch 718.39 2,500.00 3,500.00
1075 Student Body Activities -
Field 900.00 1,700.00 500.00
1265 Sites 46.50
1267 Equipment 11,596.08 3,128.75 9,035.71
1370 Principal of Debt 20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00
35
1371 Interest on Debt 4,530.00 3,900.00 3,270.00
1477.1 Tuition - Adm. Units
In-State 88,418.07 96,032.35 105,019.53
1477.3 Dist. Share of S. U.
expenses 5,392.20 5,262.00 5,610.17
1477.4 Tax for State-Wide
Supervision 1,426.00
1478.1 Tuition - Adm. Units
Another State 574.00 289.00 311.00






11.11 Current Appropriation -
Local $213,869.51 $ $
12.1 Tuition from Patrons
Regular 375.00 325.00
19.2 Earnings - Temp. Dep. &
Invest. 133.44
19.3 Rent 727.00 650.00 1,100.00
31 Foundation Aid - State 14,603.75 15,617.93 15,500.00
32 .School Bldg. Aid - State 4,789.36 4,276.90 4,789.36
34 Driver Education - State 1,620.00 1,600.00
39 Sweepstakes - State 11,691.50 19,332.00
39 Other Revenue State
Sources 47.80
39 Excess Sweepstakes 1964-65 4,493.82
41.1 Title III NDEA -
Federal 1,408.97 1,250.00 1,000.00
41.2 Title V - Federal 600.00
42 Vocational Education -
Federal 307.49 400.00 350.00
45 School Lunch & Sp.
Milk - Federal 3,275.87 3,700.00 3,500.00
60 Refunds - Athletic Activities 1,845.00
72 Sale of Equipment 258.50
81 Tuition - Other Districts









FOR THE YEAR ENDING
December 31, 1964





Real and Personal Property
>
Abar, Clayton & Pearl L&B—Off Rte. 3A South $ 2,970
School House, 3A South 2,090 5,060
Abbott, Samuel &
Elizabeth 143 Highland St. 12,980
1 Boat 185 13,165
Adams, Edward B. 50 Russell St. 6,460
Adams, Marion E. Blodgett Place—Old Hebron Rd. 5,820
Adams Locker Service
Inc. 86 Highland St. 11,960
Main St., Block 71,690
Stock in trade 40,000 111,690
Adams, W. Carleton 117 Highland St. 30,330
Ahern, Henry & Erma L & Foundation on Rte. 3 3,850
1 Boat 20
Exemption 1,000 2,870
Ahern, Mary Land-Cummings Hill Rd. 320
Ahern, Omer L&B E/S Rte. 3 20.640
Dupuis Land 120
Thompson Land 30
Morse Land 40 20,330
Akey, Cecile 4 Avery St. 7,910
Albee, Parker B. Land off Pike Hill Rd. 1,890
Allen, Emma L. L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 10,810
Allen, Ethel F. Land N/S 'Pleasant St. 650
Allen, Guy & Ethel 71 Langdon St. 11,770
Allen, Iva L&B Rte. 25 North 5,580
Land N/S Tenney Mt. 120 5,700
Allen, Maurice & Romola L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 13,140
Exemption 1,000 12,140
Alsop, Cullam & Mary Loon Lake Lot 450
Anderson, Manfred 61 Main St., Block 26,480
Stock in trade 500 26,980
Anderson, Manfred
& Helen L&B 14 Hawthorne St. 23,820
Andrews, Guy & Maxine L&B Smith St. 2,950
Stock in Trade 1,100 4,050
Annis, William &
Pauline L&B 59 Pleasant St. 8,340
Anthony, Luther Jr. L&B 4 Weeks St. 17,240
Archibald, Hildur L&B 3 Hawthorne St. 9,310
Archibald, Fortika L&B Cabins, Highland St. 32,409
Archibald, John & Land-Hawthorne St. 860
Fortika L&B 87 Highland St. 29,590
L&B 11 Rogers St. 35,860
NAME
Description and Value of








Atwood, Donald Heirs of
Avery, Arthur M. &
Katherine












Balkam, Horace & Ruth
Barney, Joel





L&B 25 Pleasant St.
L&B 10 Pleasant St.
L&B 3A & 25 West
Caldon Lot
Stock in Trade
Wood Lot off Reservoir Rd.




L&B E/S Rte. 3 7,060
L&B, W/S Rte. 3, Burleigh Lot 640
Exemption 1,000
L&B—Beech Hill Rd. 9.937
Trailer 1,173
Fletcher Land—Texas Hill Rd.
L&B 71 Highland St.
L&B 16 Pleasant St.
L&B 40 Pleasant St. 8,750
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 100
L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 6,480
Exemption 1,000
L&B 10 Hawthorne St.
L&B 4 School St.
L&B 43 Langdon St.
Exemption
L&B Loon Lake Rd.
Exemption









L&B Stony Brook Rd.
Exemption




































Description and Value of al
ition
NAME O 3
Real and Personal Property
>
Bartlett, John & Dorothy L&B D. W. Highway 22,420
Stock in Trade 33,465 55,885
Bartlett, Kenneth &
Roberta L&B 4 Garland St. 14,440
Exemption 1,000 13,440
Batchelder, Arthur Land on Fairgrounds Rd. 655
Trailer 3,825 4,480
Batchelder, Roscoe &
Glenda L&B 14 Emerson St. 16,480
Exemption 1,000 15,480
Batchelder Tree Service L&B 29 Russell St. 19,780
Batchelder, William &
Elizabeth L&B 35 Langdon St. 18,680
1 Boat 150 18,830
Batchelder, William &
Ella L&B 14 Wentworth St. 9,680
Bates, Dorothy L&B Russell St. 10,590
Baxter, Francis &
Cecille L&B Cookville Rd. 6,160
Bayley, Arthur &
Amanda L&B 26 Pleasant St. 10,460
Bayley, Gladys L&B 22 Merrill St. 9,870
Bean, Roy C. & Arlene L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 4,190
Exemption 1,000 3,190
Beardslee, Charles Heirs
of L&B E/S Old Rte. 3 5,660
Beaubien, Thomas L&B Loon Lake 3,190
Bcauchemin, Louis L&B Loon Lake 7,040
Factory & Machinery 31,200
Home—Rte. 3 29,080
1 Boat 350 29,430
Furniture Store 6.820
Stork in Trade 15,000 21,820
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 9,480
Beaulieu, Albert L&B 14 Pleasant St. 13,190
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 425 12,615
Beckley, Harold & Irene L&B River Rd. 11,520
Beckley, Willard L&B W/S Rte. 3 3,310
Stock in Trade 1,250 4,560
Bell, Andrew L. L&B Bell Rd. 10,100
Wood Lot—Bell Rd. 150
Land off Rte. 3A
South Kimball Lot 300 10,550
Bell, Arthur Bldg. only E/S Rte. 3 350
NAME
Bell, Kenneth
Bell, Kenneth & Anna
Bennett, Laura E.
Berg & Ireland, Inc.






Bills, Wallace & Lillian
Binette, Bernadette
Biondo, Peter & Mary
Bishop, Marjorie &
Sharon
Bixby, LeRoy & Eva




Blaisdell, Daniel & Grace
Blake, Everett & Flora










Bosence, James Heirs of
Description and Value of al ition
Real and Personal Property
>
L&B Rte. 3A South 12,260
Land off Rte. 3A South 230
L&B 41 Langdon St.















L&B Rte. 3A South 4,670
L&B 6 Langdon Park Rd.
L&B Loon Lake
1 Boat
L&B 3 Emerson St.
L&B 35 South Main St.








Lots on Smith St.











Land on D. W. Highway
L&B Beech Hill Rd.
Land—Hoyt's Hill
L&B Highland Ave.
















L&B Crescent St. 9,740
L&B Reservoir Rd.




Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1 <A
>











Land North Main St.
L&B 2 Edmonds Ct.










Edith L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 12,290
1 Boat 100
Exemption 1,000 11,390
Bowles, Charles L&B 2 Russell St. 21,110
Bownes, William &
Arlene L&B 8 Maple St. 14.420
Exemption 1,000 13,420
Boyce, Charles W. L&B Rte. 3A South 1,560
Boyce, Henry L&B 27 Merrill St. 9,550
Exemption 1,000 8,550
Boyd, Robert &
Katherine L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 9,920
Exemption 1,000 8,920
Bozarth, Ruth L&B S/S Pleasant St. Ext. 680
L&B S/S Pleasant St. Ext. 680 1,360
L&B 9 Highland Ave. 12,250
Brian, Norris & Ruth L&B W/S Rte. 3 5,070
Britton, Carl & Marilyn L&B 4 Pearl St. 9,500
Exemption 1,000 8,500
Brown, Earl &
Marguerite L&B 36 Emerson St. 8,210
Brown, Eliza L&B Rear of 4 Merrill St. 5,070
Brown, Floyd iM. L&B 24 Highland Ave. 11,750
Brown, Lena L&B 23 High St. 9,510
Brown, Persis L&B 3 Stony Brook Rd. 13,790
Brown, Sylvia, Clark,
iMeredith Thompson,
Wilma L&B Old Hebron Rd. 840
Bruce, Richard &
Phyllis L&B S/S Parker St. 12,490
Exemption 1,000 11,490
NAME
Buckland, Lee & Alida
Burghardt, Corwin
Burns, Mattie Heirs of




Caldon, Charles Heirs of
Caldon, Lee




Carlin, Andrew & Edith
Carpenter, Arthur &
Edith
















Description and Value of
c
"2 +»
Real and Personal Property
k-i ciS
>














L&B New Hebron Rd. 3,280
L&B 61 Pleasant St.





L&B W/S Rte. 3
L&B 5 Emerson St.







L&B W/S Rte. 3







L&B 2 Langdon Park Rd. 14,920
L&B 12 Pleasant St.
L&B 3 Webster St.
14,050
7,870




L&B Cooksville Rd. 800
L&B Cooksville Rd. 80















L&B 67 Langdon St.
L&B 37 Highland St.








Real and Personal Property P "3
>
Cayes, Malcolm &
Marion L&B 10 Bayley Ave. 18,900
L&B 18 Winter Street 13,220
L&B 20 Russell St. 14,220
L&B 1 High St. 15,900
L&B 12 Avery St. 9,880
Cayes, Reginald L&B 3 Avery St. 8,960
Chapman, Clarence Sr. L&B—New Hebron Rd. 9,310
Chapman, John W. L&B 12 Merrill St. 13,180
Exemption 1,000 12,180
Chase, Anthony L&B 1 South Main St. 7,990
L&B 3 & 5 Warren St. 6,930
L&B 1 Warren St. 11,320
L&B 7 Warren St. 6,920
L&B 7 South Main St. 16,020
Johnes Orchard—Rte. 3 60
Baird Lot—Warren St. 1,370
Rogers Land—Off Thurlow St . 200
Russell & Glynn Land 1,000
Russell Land—Off Thurlow St.
Currier & Gorley Land,
South Plvmouth 1,200 3,910
Chase, Arthur & Helen L&B Falls Rd. 10,230
Stock in Trade 400 10,630
Chase, Flora L&B 25 Russell St. 11,660
Chase, Fred L&B 32 Emerson St. 13,710
Chase, George & Marion L&B Reservoir Rd. 7,000
Chase, Jessie W. L&B 23 Russell St. 10,020
Stock in Trade 4,500 20,520
Chas2, Lee Kidder Land—Rte. 3A 250
Chase, Robert Est. of Part of Robie Land—Thurlow St. 100
Chellis, Delbert L&B 29 Merrill St. 9,580
Cheney, Walter & Anita L&B Yeaton Rd. 15,240
Chiasson, James L&B Crescent St. 8,300
Chiasson, Patrick L & trailer—Cooksville Rd. 500
3,780 4,280
Chivell, Joseph & Louise L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 8,550
Exemption 1,000 7,550
Churchill, George &
Clarine L&B 2 Bridge St. 4,070
Churchill, Morris & Ruth L&B S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 5,290
Cities Service Pumps 1,080
Clapper, Ernest &
Winifred L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 6,990
Exemption 1,000 5,990






Real and Personal Property
*< *3
>
Clark, Roger & Ruth L&B Loon Lake Rd. 3,850
Exemption 1,000 2,850
Clark, Roy S. L&B Loon Lake Rd. 3,010
Clark, Veranus L&B Loon Lake 4,740
Clark, Veranus &
Carolyn L&B 13 Hawthorne St. 8,890
Clay, David & Ruby L&B 28 Merrill St. 10,760
L&B Loon Lake 3,150
Lot Loon Lake 250 3,400
Clay, David L&B 39 Merrill St. 4,920
Clay, Elmer Heirs of Land S/S Old Hebron Rd. 400
Clay, Frances L&B Highland St. 20,670
Clay, John & Jessie L&B 56 Langdon St. 15,420
Clay's News Stand Stock in Trade 13,000
Clav, Sam B. L&B Loon Lake 3,050
Clement, F. W. Pasture & Wood Lot 500
Clement, Pauline Trailer-Reservoir Rd. 4,440
Cleveland, Carl L&B Reservoir Rd. 1,070
Cleveland, William Land Reservoir Rd. 170
Clifford, Arnold &
Glenna L&B New Hebron Rd. 6,760
Exemntion 1,000 5,760
Clifford, Chester B. L&B New Hebron Rd. 8,860
Clifford, Earl L&B New Hebron Rd. 2,910
Exemption 1,000 1,910
Clough, Grant & Faith L&B Route 3 8,730
Exemption 1,000 7,730
Coburn, Frederick &
Hazel L&B Reservoir Rd. 3,654
Trailer 4,166 7,820
Cochran, Elmore &
Patricia L&B 1 Wentworth St. 9,540
Exemptions 2,000 7,540
Coffey, Earl A. L&B 14 Russell St. 9,460
Coffin, Scott L&B 96 Highland St. 15,770
Dairy Cows 2,750
Other Cattle 100
Cattle Exemption 1,000 17,620
Colburn, Earl & Erma L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 6,180
Colburn, Harry &
Harriett L&B N/S Parker St. 7,030
Cole, Oliver & Katherine L&B 8 Pleasant St. 12,940
Coleman, Chalice Trailer 20 High St. 3,490
Exemption 1,000 2,490
10




Real and Personal Property
>
Comeau, Joseph L&B 191 North 'Main St. 2,300
Concannon, Anna H. L&B Main St. First Nat. Store 93,110
Connary, Merlin &
Jeanette L&B 31 Emerson St. 15,710
Conner, Ethel F. L&B 12 Bayley Ave. 13,580
Conrad, Doris L&B 61 Langdon St. 11,930
Conway, Natalie L&B 4 Cooper St. 8,400
Corkum, Gerald &
Robina Land—South Main St. 1,680
Corliss, Mabel & King,
Leonard L&B D. W. Highway 6,750
Corson, Richard & Leila L&B Cooksville Rd. 12,330
Cosseboom, Nellie L&B D. W. Highway 4,290
Coursey, Clarence &
Betty L&B Quincy Rd. 7,610
Covill, Theodore & Ilene L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 11,840
L&B Falls Rd. 16,820
Cowan, Leonard & Betty L&B 3 Garland St. 12,050
Crane, Henry & Emily L&B 9 Rogers St. 21,180
Exemption 1,000 20,180
Cresswell, Charles &
Florence L&B 18 Highland Ave. 11,320
Crompy, Frank &
Margaret L&B Rte. 3A South 13,980
Cronin, John & Marjorie L&B N/S Cummings Hill Rd. 7,140
Land S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 130 7,270
Crowell, Edward B. L&B Weeks St. 26,350
L&B Loon Lake 3,920 30,270
Cummings, Iva Heirs of L&B Rte. 25 North 8,010
Land Rte. 3A South 400 8,410
Currie, James &
Margaret L&B 37 High St. 11,330
Currier, Glen and Angie L&B Rte. 3 Falls Rd. 9,440
Exemption 1,000 8,440
Currier, Hattie, Heirs oi ' L&B 14 Cooper St. 7,160
Currier, Mary H. L&B 53 Langdon St. 8,450
Currier, Preston & Mary L&B Highland St. 17,290
Exemption 1,000 16,290
L&B 51 (Main St. 13,090
Currier, Richard &
Jeannette L&B Chiasson Rd. 5,630
Curtis, Raymond &
Louise L&B Hunt Rd. 4,060
Cushing, Oscar &
Eleanor L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 10,000
11





Real and Personal Property >
Cushing, Oscar, Roger,
Ray L&B Reservoir Rd. 4,570
Cushing, W. C. & Son L&B 41 Merrill St. 3,240
Stock in Trade 1,900 5,140
Cushing, Wallace C. Jr. 1 Boat 516
Cushing, Wallace C. Sr. L&B 45 Merrill St. 11,210
Cushing, Wallace C. Sr. L&B 42-44 Merrill St. 16,310
L&B 46 Merrill St. 12,270
L&B 48 Merrill St. 9,840
Cushing, William 1 Boat 400
College Motors, Inc. Stock in Trade 5,000
Daigneault, Martin &
Dorothy L&B Highland St. 21,980
Dakin, Edwin L&B 33 Winter St. 9,960
Exemption 1,000 8,960
Dauphine, Elmer Heirs
of L&B Texas Hill Rd. 4,600
Davis, Abraham Jr. L&B Yeaton Rd. 1,990
Exemption 1,000 990
Davis, Frank & Edith L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 6,910
L&B Rte. 25 North 5,360
Davis, Raymond F. Robie Lot—Pike Hill 700
Land Rte. 3A 200 900
Day, Donald Heirs of L&B 32 Pleasant St. 8,010
Day, Gladys L&B 8 Cooper St. 8,540
Day, James L&B 28 Pleasant St. 6,060
Day, Norman & Pearl Land—Rte. 25 North 100
Deachman, Harrietta A . L&B 17 Pleasant St. 9,340
Exemption 8,000 1,340
Dearborn, Barbara Land-Buckland Ave. 1,270
Dearborn, Earl Jr. Lot 5—Loon Lake 860
Dearborn, Earl Jr. &







Lot 6 520 6,280
Dearborn, George Lot-Loon Lake 130
Dearborn, Lillian L&B Loon Lake 2,250
L&B Loon Lake 1,440 3,690
Dearborn, Richard &
Judith L&B Buckland Ave. 18,690
12
Description and Value of al
•tion
NAME — 03.0 3
Real and Personal Property fc- •a
>
Dearborn, Robert &
Adeline L&B off Thurlow St. 11,840
Dearborn, Mrs. William L&B Highland St. 3,690
DeFillippi, Ynes L&B 20 Avery St. 16,710
Deming Chevrolet Land—Rte. 3 South 1,000
Stock in Trade 20,325 21,325
Doming, Lawrence &
Celina L&B 7 Wentworth St. 7,630
Exemption 1,000 6,630
Desmarais, Arthur L&B 11-13 Warren St. 11,320
Desmond, Edward &
Bailey, Clarence L&B 20 Highland St. 16,080
Desmond, Edward C. L&B D. W. Highway 14,740
Devine, George L&B E/S Rte. 3 18,890
DeWitt, Reginald L&B 30 Emerson St. 17,950
Lots 12&13 Randolph St. 1,460 19,410
DeWitt, Reginald &
Phyllis L&B 174 North Main 20,420
Dicey, Arthur Mitchell Lot of Bridgewater
•Mountain 200
Dolloff, Grover &
Eleanor L&B 9 Pleasant St. 12,700
Donaghy, Mrs. John
Heirs of L&B D. W. Highway 11,140
Dow Associates Inc. L&B No. Main St., Jenny
Station 26,640
Stock in Trade 625 27,265
Downing, Edward &
Julia L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 7,05-0
Lot Fairgrounds Rd. 560
Exemption 1,000 6,610
Downing, Leslie &
Thelma Renfrew Lot—Beech Hill Rd. 600
Downing, Lewis E. Stock in Trade 6,900
Downing, Lewis R.
& Rosalie L&B 18 Thurlow St. 9,310
Exemption 1,000 8,310
Draper Corp. L&B 8 Garland St. 13,750
Drea, John Land—Rte. 3A South 740
Driscoll, William &
Virginia L&B 2 Randolph St. 12,720
Exemption 1,000 11,720




Description and Value of









































L&B D. W. Highway 5,600
L&B 21 Wentworth St. 11,590
Land—South Main St. 1,680
L&B 60 Pleasant St. 8,620
L&B 4 Maple St. 12,320
1 Boat 125
Exemption 1,000 11,445
Stock in Trade 4,000
L&B 12% Green St. 4,050
Part of Homes Lot 100
Rear 131 North Main St. 690
Stock in Trade 1,200 1.890
L&B Loon Lake Rd. 7,580
L&B 12 Hawthorne St. 11,420
L&B Rte. No. 25 North 9,580
Exemption 1,000 8,580
L&B 6 Hawthorne St. 8,280
L&B Loon Lake 8,280
L&B Loon Lake 5,600
L&B 56 Highland St. 13,120
Lot Loon Lake 200 13,320
L&B 73 Highland St. 12,250
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 8,150
Exemption 1,000 7,150
L&B 22 Highland St. 11,530
L&B 4 Bridge St. 5,210
Exemption 1.000 4,210
L&B Texas Hill Rd. 8,710
Exemption 1,000 7,710
L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 3,820
L&B E/S Rte. No. 3 5,190
L&B 1 Edmunds Ct. 5,390





Description and Value of



















Evans, Mary Heirs of
Evans, Theodore &
Stella





Farmar, Arthur & Mary
Faust, John & Cynthia
Fauver, Alfred & Bertha
Feinen, George
Ferguson, John & Bertha
First National Stores









L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 2,600
L&B 225 North Main St. 9,730
Exemption 1,000 8,730
L&B Keeble St. 14,370
Exemption 1,000 13,370
Land—Hoyt Hill 380
L&B R. R. Square 19,120
L&B 7 Avery St. 8,960
Exemption 1,000 7,960
L&B Texas Hill Rd. 6,590
L&B Nutting Land 150
L&B 9 Cummings St. 14,020
L&B W/S Rte. 3 7,510
Land E/S Rte. 3 120
Exemption 1,000 6,630
L&B 15 High St. 14,440
Stock in Trade 26,500
L&B 19 Maple St. 15,360
L&B W/S Rte. 3 13,560
Stock in Trade 400 13,960
L&B W/S Rte. 3 10,660
L&B Old Hebron Rd. 24,100
L&B 40 Highland St. 16,130
L&B Rte. 3A South 2,690
Stock in Trade 60,000
L&B E/S Rte. 3 10,710
Land W/S Rte. 3 210 10,920
L&B D. W. Highway 8,610
L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 4,190
Dairy Cows 125
Exemption, Dairy Cows 125 4,190
Lot W/S Avery St. 820
L&B 10 Winter St. 8,980
Land—Kimball Lot—Rte. 3 150
L&B E/S Rte. 3 1,040 1,190












Fogg, Daniel & Alice
Foley, John & Marilyn
Footer, Donald & Norma









Foster, Edwin Heirs of









Description and Value of
tal
ation
Real and Personal Property
>
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 14,670
L&B 13 Broadway 7,180
Machinery 39,600
L&B 12 School St. 10,260
L&B 104 Highland St. 4,040
Blodgett Lot > 560
L&B Yeaton Rd. 8,890
Morse Pasture off Rte. 3A
South 1,500
Wood Lots off Rte. 25 North 140 10,530
Trailer 3,590
L&B Texas Hill Rd. 3,830
L&B 1 Langdon Park Rd. 9,510
Exemption 1,000 8,510
L&B 18 Langdon St. 10,640
1 Boat 485 11,125
L&B Batchelder St. 14,370
L&B 20 Pleasant St. 7,770
Exemption 1,000 6,770
L&B 24 Langdon St. 9,510
Exemption 1,000 8,510
Campbell Land & Nichols
Pasture
L&B 22 Highland St.
L&B 17 Langdon St.
Exemption
L&B 180 North Main St.
L&B 178 North Main St.
Land off Highland St.
L&B 150 Highland St.
L&B 49 Merrill St.
Lots 4, 5, 8, 9, Merrill St.
Land rear 103 Main St.
L&B 26 High St.
L&B 103 N. Main St. Block
L&B 8 Gould Terrace
L&B Stage Coach Rd.

























Real and Personal Property
>
Francesco, Louis &
Dorothy L&B 32 Merrill St. 14,030
Francis, Charles &
Gladys L&B Loon Lake 4,930
1 Boat 450 5,380
Franconia Paper Corp. Chase, Berry, Sargent Land 6,170
Freeman, Harold &
Glenn L&B 1 Cummings St. 11,750
Exemption 1,000 10,750
Freeto, Neale & Barbara L&B 7 Pleasant St. 10,920
Frey, Robert & Joan L&B Reservoir Rd. 10,010
Exemption—Boat 100. 1,000 9,110
Fuller, Chester &
Eleanor L&B 38 Merrill St. 6,720
Gadd, Thomas L&B 55 Main St., Block 93,650
L&B D. W. Highway 38,100
Gallagher, John &
Vivian L&B D. W. Highway 10,010
Garland, Heirs of Minnie L&B 9-11 Russell St. 20,000
Geissler, Herman A. Machinery 1,100
Stock in Trade 750 1,850
Geissler, Herman P. L&B off Rte. 3A South 9,030
Gendron, Ovila Heirs of L&B 218 North Main St. 3,220
General Electric
Pension Trust L&B 139 N. Main St.,
Atlantic Station 39,050
Pumps 720 39,770
George, Gertrude L&B 144 Highland St. 9,100
Gerry, Herbert &
Harriet L&B D. W. Highway 35,730
Geyer, John & Ida L&B 3 Cummings St. 14.330
Stock in Trade 1,200
1 Boat 375
L&B Cummings St. 2,640 18,545
Geyer Pharmacy Stock in Trade
—
York's & Geyer's 22,200
Gilbert, Alfred &
Marion L&B 18 Warren St. 8,600
Gilbert, O'Rundle &
Ann Land—Rear D. W. Highway 510
Ell & Barn D. W. Highway 7,050
Gilbert, Robert M. L&B Ghiasson Rd. 9,020
Exemption 1,000 8,020
Gilman, Frank & Alice L&B 12 Randolph St. 12,530
Exemption 1,000 11,530
17




Real and Personal Property H
I
Gilman, George L&B 6 Crawford St. 10,550
Stock in Trade 250 10,800
Gilman, Harry & Evelyn L&B 42 Pleasant St. 10,700
Gilpatric, Edith &
Ralph L&B Texas Hill Rd. 3,520
Gilson, George &
Christiannie L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 5,100
Glidden, Thomas &
Bobette L&B Reservoir Rd. 6,770
Glover, Elmer L&B New Hebron Rd. 2,600
Exemption 1,000 1,600
Glover, Harold L&B Texas Hill Rd. 2,950
Gobbler Dining Room, Inc.L&B Rte. 25 North 8,850
Goldman, Howard &
Jacqueline L&B 8 Wentworth St. 14,420
Goodrich, Charles F. L&B 15 Wentworth St. 9,300
Gcodstein, Harry &
Mucher, Victor Huckins Land—Plymouth
iMt. Pasture 2,700
Goulart, Thomas & Mary L&B Tamarack Drive 15,260
Exemption 1,000 14,260
Gould, Charles L&B North Main St. 4,640
Stock in Trade 2,000 6,640
Gould, Charles & Meda L&B Reservoir Rd. 11,160
Grant, Arnold J. Land—Thurlow St. 1,360
Grant, Christine Land—Texas Hill Rd. 150
Grass, James & Esther L&B Crescent St. Ext. 11,420
Graves, Allard L&B So. Main St., Theater 29,620
Graves, Sherburn &
Natalie Land—Thurlow St. 90
Graves, Theodore Lot off Warren St. 500
Graves, Theodore &
Dorothy L&B 20 Warren St. 8,210
Exemption 1,000 7,210
Gray, Arthur & Marcia L&B 48-50 Highland St. 7,780
Gray, Bernard & Althea L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 7,860
Gray, Joseph & Amanda L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 5,890
Gray, Lewis &
Elizabeth L&B 6 Pleasant St. Ext. 9,160
Exemption 1,000 8,160
Green, Elgie Est. of L&B 6 Pleasant St. 8,670




Description and Value of















Gushea, Emmett & Ann
Hadley, Stanley




Hall, Harley Heirs of
Hall, Samuel & Bernice,
French, John &
Hope
Hammond, Everett F. &
Anna








L&B 46 Pleasant St. 7,660




S/S Parker St. 27,030
L&B 4 Gould Terrace 9,180
L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 11,640
L&B 80-82 Highland St. 16,600
Stock in Trade 28,990
L&B So. Main Station 18,240
Stock in trade 5,840
Pumps 2,520
Oil Tanks 9,620
L&B Railroad Square 6,690 42,910
L&B N/S Parker St. 11,260
L&B 1 Crawford St. 6,960
Exemption 1,000 5,960
Land-Trow Land & Jones
Lot Rte. 3A 30
L&B 14 Broadway 10,970
L&B Beech Hill Rd. 0,320
Exemption 1,000 8,320
L&B E/S Rte. 3 2,450
Land off Rte. 3A South 13,390
L&B Beech Hill Rd. 11,925
L&B Batchelder St. 12,630
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 240 11,870
L&B W/iS Rte. 3 9,470
Land Texas Hill Rd. 350
L&B S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 7,180
Land-Cummings Hill Rd. 110
L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 7,010
19




Real and Personal Property
>
Harris, William &
Barbara L&B 14 High St. 11,510
Exemption 1,000 10,510
Harvey, Armstrong &
Esther L&B Highland St. 12,420
Stock in Trade 1,500 13,920
Haskell Toy Shop, Inc. Stock in Trade 9,000
Haskell, Robert &
Joyce L&B 151 Highland St. 13,320
Hastie, W. Glen &
Exemption 1,000 12,320
Gladys L&B 19 Wentworth St. 10,670
Exemption 1,000 9,670
Hatch, George A. L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 16,330
Machinery & Stock in Trade 6,000
O A f\




Margaret L&B 33 Merrill St. 12,690
Hawkensen, Virginia L&B 1 Randolph St. 21,790
Hay, Gordon & Margot Land-Buckland Ave. 1,230
Heal, Edwin & Gladys L&B 140 Highland St. 21,140
Smith Street Lot 200
Richards Lot—off Tamarack
Drive 150
1 Boat 270 21,760
Heal, Edwin & Son L&B 28 South Main St. 44,200
Stock in Trade 38,450 82,650
Heinstrom, Edward &
Theda Land Rte. No. 3 840
Henderson, George &
Georgia L&B Maple Street 13,100
Exemption 1,000 12,100
Herbert, Harry & Edna,
Noseworthy, John
& Ruth L&B 88 Langdon Street 14,720
Hicks, Vivian L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 2,950
Hight, William Jr.
& Nancy L&B 1 Pearl Street 11,130
L&B 26 Highland Ave. 16,540
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 25 15,565
Hill, Katherine Land-Rear Fairgrounds Rd. 20
Hinds, Bernard C. L&B 9 Baylev Ave. 12,740
Hoagland, Hazel L&B Texas Hill Road 5,620
20
Description and Value of
a
ft 3NAME
Real and Personal Property En "3
>
Hobart, Hazel L&B 9 Thurlow St. 8,590
Hobart, Kenneth &
Hazel L&B E/S Rte. 3 10,290
Exemption 1,000 9,290
Hoffman, John &
Margaret L&B 28 Langdon St. 15,460
Hogan, James & Nancy L&B 16 Merrill St. 11,120
Exemption 1,000 10,120
Holland, Robert &
Clarice L&B 17 Thurlow St. 6,270
Holt, Grace L&B W/S Rte. 3 2,410
Holt, Woodbury &
Jacqueline L&B W/S Rte. 3 3,830
Exemption 1,000 2,830
Homer, Russell & Helen L&B 35 Merrill Street 10,960
Houghton, Harry &
Alice L&B 13 South Main St. 15,700
Houghton, Herbert & L & Trailer S/S Pleasant St.
Grace Ext. 2,308
1,882
Land N/E Pleasant St. Ext. 690 4,880
Houston, Alice S. L&B 47 Pleasant St. 11,920
Houston, Mrs. George L&B 13 Pleasant St. 6,660
Howard, Clarence & L&B 193-195 N. Main St. 3,250
Eleanor L&B 197 North Main St. 2,350
Howard, Wesley & Dora L&B 11 Pleasant St. 14,900
Howe, Margaret L&B 91 Highland St. 15,750
Howes, Forrest C. &
Olive L&B 28 Winter St. 5,760
Howes, Forrest E. &
Louise L&B Texas Hill Road 7,390
Exemption 1,000 6,390
Hubert, Edward & Leah L&B 23 Merrill St. 9,190
Exemption 1,000 8,190
Huckins, Charles L&B 107-109 N. Main St. 42,030
Huckins, Edith L&B 8 Rogers Street 5,000
Huckins, Edwin & Land W/S^Route 3 10
Norma Land E/S Route 3 1,480 1,490
Huckins, Harold Heirs of L&B Dick Brown Road 9,090
Huckins, Milton Pasture Land 150
Huckins, Stanley Cattle 200
Dairy Cows 500
Neat Stock Exemption 1,000 12,565
21
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>
Huckins, Stephen &
Coralea Lot—River Road 150
Hudson, Marion L&B 8 iMerrill Street 10,560
Hull, Heber, Heirs of L&B 24 Russell Street 8,230
Humble Oil Co. L&B 131 North Main St. 39,580
Gasoline Pumps 2,160 41,740
Hunt, Lawrence L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 9,600
Hurme, Veikko &
Eugenia L&B Thurlow St. 19,590
Hussey, Harold 0. L&B Quincy Road 10,490
Dairy Cows 2,625
Wood Lot—Quincy Rd. 450
Neat Stock Exemption 1,000 12,565
Hutchins, Harry &
Shirley L&B Crescent Street 8,850
Exemption 1,000 7,850
Hutchins, Howard & L&B W/S Route 3 7,100
Beatrice Land E/S Rte. 3 80 7,180
Hutchins, Royce &
Barbara L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 10,980
Inkell, Oscar L&B Beech Hill Road 6,650
Ireland, Chester & Lois L&B Yeaton Road 10,180
L&B Yeaton Rd. Home 16,690
Gibson Lot—Reservoir Road 300
Johnson Lot—Yeaton Road 180 27,350
Jacques, Nelson L&B 34 High Street 11,300
Land-Cummings Hill Road 200
Currier & Tavlor Land
W/S Route 3 1,200 12,700
Jacques, Josephine L&B 3 Langdon Park Road 12,170
L&B Merrill Street 2,980 15,150
Jenness, Elmer 1/3 Int. Roger Intervale Lot 70
Mitchell & Glynn Lots 100
Atwood & Forbes Land 180 350
Jenness, John & Clara 1/3 Int. Rogers Intervale Lot 70
Jenness, Kenneth L&B Texas Hill Road 4,900
Dairy Cows 125
Cattle 100
Neat Stock Exemption 225 4,900
Jenness, Nora Holmes Lot 100
Johnson, Anna L&B 4 Edmunds Ct. 12,690
L&B 52 Langdon St. 10,470






Jones, Newell & Gleason,
Norma
Jordan, Albert & Louize
Jordan, Clara Heirs of
Jordan, Clarence & Mary
Jordan, James &
Marguerite
Joubert, Arthur Sr. &
Arthur Jr.
Joyce, Sumner & Phyllis
Jenny Mfg. Co.








Kelley, Henry & Mary
Kelley, Willis & Carolyn
Kelly, Vernun
Kelsey, Eliza




Description and Value of
o
Real and Personal Property
>
L&B D. W. Highway 20,160
L&B 83 Highland St. 11,570
Exemption 1,000 10,570
L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 400
L&3 Loon Lake 3,630
Land Loon Lake 400 4,030
L&B 5 Langdon Park Road 13,580
L&B 7 Bayley Ave. 9,160
L&B River Road 1,610
Land E/S Route 3 1,000
Back Land Loon Lake 750
Lot 1 Loon Lake 500
L&B Loon Lake 2,770
Lot 2 Leon Lake 1,980 6,000
L&B Loon Lake 5,250
L&B off Quincy Road 860
Pumps—Largent 1,080
L&B 19 Broadway 10,920
Trailer on Jacques Land 200
L&B 55 Langdon St. 7,510
L&B Route 3A South 7,690
L&B 55 Pleasant St. 8,740
L&B Russell Terrace 7,120
S'bcck in Trade 400 7,520
L&B off 3A & 25 West 5,960
Garage & Land Rte. 3A 4,820
Stock in Trade 3,500
Pumps 720 9,040
Land Quincy Road 600
Trailer 850 1,450
L&B 83 Langdon St. 14,670
Exemption 1,000 13,670
L&B 8V2 Rogers St. 7,970
Sheds & Tanks Railroad Sq. 1,440
Stock in Trade 1,350
L&B Rear South Main St. 2,240 5,030
L&B 7 Garland Street 11,320
L&B W/S Thurlow St. 23,880
23





Real and Personal Propertjr
>
Keniston, Everett Heirs
of L&B Hebron Road 1,600
Land-First Cutter Lot 80 1,680
Avery Lot in Quill Pig 80
Kendrick-Cayes Lot 140
Russell Lot 90
Second Cutter Lot 90
2 Swett Lots 200
Morse Lot 250
Yeaton Pasture 500
Day Farm & Mt. Lot 500 1,850
Kenneson, Guy L&B Highland St. 14,180
Kenney, Sidney L&B 141 Highland St. 7,490
1 Boat 250 7,740
Kenyon, John & Jean Lot 6 Smith St. 210
Moulton Land Loon Lake 50 260
Kerr, Donald & Alice L&B 44 Langdon Street 13,360
Exemption 1,000 12,360
Kidder, Maurice L&B Rte. 3A South 7,190
Stock in Trade 800
Pumps 720 8,710
King, John & June L&B N/S Cummings Hill Rd. 5,820
Kinsley, Chester L&B Tenney Mt. Rd. 2,700
Kivi, Eino & Araminta Land—Rte. 3A South 1,250
Klaybor, Margaret L&B E/S Rte. 3 2,400
Klose, Fred & Bertha Wescott Lot 500
3 Wood Lots 200
L&B Old Hebron Road 17,210
Jenkins Lot 390 18,300
Knight, Frederick &
Nora L&B Rte. 3A South 9,770
Kochellek, Jessie L&B Reservoir Rd. 2,390
Kruger, Albert & Doris Lot-Langdon Street 1,670
Laauwe, William L&B E/S Rte. 3A South 19,380
Lacourse, George & Ethe"i L&B Cooksville Rd. 8,080
Exemption 1,000 7,080
Lacroix, Lionel & Aleda L&B 137 Highland St. 9,349
Trailer 2,701
Stock in Trade 4,560 16,610
Ladd, Ethel L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 8,700
LaFleur, Osborne &
Mildred L&B 47 Highland St. 13,790
24






Real and Personal Property
>
LaFontaine, Frederick
& Patricia L&B Highland St. 24,900
Stock in Trade 3,000
Exemption 1,000 26,900
Lamere, Edward &
Blanche L&B 69 Langdon St. 9,670
LaPoint, John & Doris L&B River Rd. 9,450
Exemption 1,000 8,450
Largent, John Jr. &
Josephine L&B 12 Cooper St. 10,270
Exemption 1,000 9,270
Largent, John Jr. Stock in Trade 700
LaRoche, Alfred & Susan L & Trailer Loon Lake 1,000
2,290 3,290
Latuch, Marguerite L&B Avery St. 5,080
Latuch, Olive L&B 106 Highland St. 6,030
Latulippe, Rene Land off Rte. 25 200
Learned, Clifford &
Hazel Land N/S Highland St. 130
Learned, Clifford L&B back of 97 Highland St. 15,210
Learned, Hazel L&B 99 Highland St. 7,030
L&B 97 Highland St. 17,790
LeDuc, Paul & Florence Lot N/S Rte. No. 25 400
Lenentine, Halston &
Jean L&B 4 Merrill Terrace 19,400
Lessard, Edgar Jr. Trailer 1,820
Stock in Trade 10,000 11,820
L&B High St. 15,670
Lessard, Heirs of Edgar L&B 119 North Main St. 6,060
L&B 117-121 Main St. 38,680
L&B 121 North Main St. 6,710
Letendre, Gerald Stock in Trade 16,700
LeVoy, Milan & Doris L&B 31 Merrill St. 11,330
Lewison, Wayne & Opan L&B 1 Stony Brook Rd. 19,350
Little, Henry & Marion L&B 63-65 Langdon St. 10,490
Littlefield, Joseph &
Edith Langdon Land—Texas Rd. 600
Ljunggren, Elvira L&B off Rte. 3A South 2,470
Locklin, Malcolm &
Estella L&B D. W. Highway 11,130
Exemption ],000 10,130
Logan, Frank & Hilda L&B D. W. Highway 7,160
Exemption 1,000 6,160
Logan, Fred & Amanda L&B 54 Pleasant St. 7,000
Exemption 1,000 6,000
25
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NAME Q 3
Real and Personal Property
>
Loizeaux, Suzanne L&B 70 Highland Street 17,330
L&B 1 Summer St. 18,780
L&B 3A & 25 West 13,200
L&B 8 Cummings St. 14,550
Lonergan, Joseph &
Mary L&B S/S Pleasant St. Ext. 9,930
Long, Harold & Alice L&B 18 High St. 12,950
Exemption 1,000 11,950
Long, Howard &
Barbara L&B 13 Langdon St. 9,450
Exemption 1.000 8,450
Long, Joseph & Emma L&B Highland St. 10,670
Exemption 1,000 9,670
Loomis, William & Altha L&B 37 Langdon St. 13,330
1 Boat 50 13,380
Loon Lake Conservation
Assoc. Land-Chiasson Rd. 140
Lovett, Ralph I.&B 23 Broadway 12,450
Lower Intervale Grange L&B E/S Rte. 3 3,310
Lurie, Samuel & Ruth L&B 3 Weeks St. 13,490
MacConnell, William &
Shirley L&B Loon Lake 4,330
MacDonald, Alan &
Arline L&B S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 3,870
MacDonald, John & Joan L&B New Hebron Rd. 4,040
MacKenzie, Malcolm &
Mildred L&B 59 Langdon St. 11,480
Exemption 1,000 10,480
MacLeod, Wendell &
June L&B 15 Langdon St. 6,800
Exemption 1,000 5,800
McCarthy, Constance L&B 27 Russell St. 9,710
McCarthy, Thomas &
Vera L&B 22 High St. 17,730
McCormack, Eugene &
Erma L&B E/S Rte. 3 10,400
McCrillis, Ruth L&B 32 Highland St. 17,360
McCutcheon, Celia L&B 29 Langdon St. 10,430
McCutcheon, Edward
Heirs of L&B 25 Merrill St. 9,700
McCutcheon, Stanley Land-Beech Hill Rd. 320
McDonald, William Jr. L&B W/S Rte. 3 North 20,190
McElroy, Dorothy L&B Hunt Rd. 3,275
McGill, Sheldon &
Miriam L&B 5 Avery St. 7,020
26
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>
McGlone, Robert &
Barbara L&B 10 Cummings St. 10,810
Exemption 1,000 9,810
McGough, Ida Heirs of L&B 6 High St. 4,580
Mclver, Frederick &
Pauline L&B off Smith St. 18,680
Mclver, Frederick L&B 1 Garland St. 14,960
Land—West Plymouth Rd. 500 15,460
McKnight, Orrin & Dora L&B Leon Lake 5,290
McLoud, Charles & Lois L&B Fairground Rd. 10,150
Stock in Trade 2,000 12,150
McLoud, Merlond E. Land—Chiasson Rd. 2,000
Ellison Lot—Fairgrounds Rd. 1,730
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 19,610
Machinery 12,800 32,410
McManus, John 1 Boat 50
McWilliams, Norman
& Micheline L&B D. W. Highway 15,830
Exemption 1,000 14,830
McWilliams, Richard Stock in Trade 1,040
Mackay, Blanche L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 6,340
Marco, Lena L&B Rte. 3A 1,260
Madore, Percy &
Theresa L&B 153 Highland St. 17,150
Marrer, Kenneth &
Mary J. L&B Randolph St. 15,880
1 Boat 520
Exemption 1,000 15,400
Marriott, Robert & Freda L&B Silver St. 17,720
Exemption 1,000 16,720
Marsden, Harold &
Gloria L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 160
Martel, Alice L&B 10 Rogers St. 0,670
Exemption 8,000 1,670
Martin, Leslie & Annie L&B off Dick Brown Rd. 2,230
Martin, Preston L&B Dick Brown Rd. 13,600
Dairy Cows 375
Cattle 200
Neat Stock exemption 575 13,600
L&B Dick Brown Rd. 7,810
Matthews, Harold W. L&B 43 Pleasant St. 9,940
Maurer, Charles & Alice L&B D. W. Highway 13,730
May, Stuart 1 Boat 390
27
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Mayhew, Clifford &
Adele L&B 21 Highland Ave. 12,300
Stock in Trade 300 12,600
Mayhew, James &
Eileen L&B Silver St. 18,530
Exemption 1,000 17,530
Lots—McLean Street 1,480
Mayhew, James Land—Maple St. & Pleasant Ext. 4,280
Stock in Trade 9,000
Mayhew, Kelsie & Mabel L&B 61 Highland St. 12,650
Maynard, J. Edward
& Evelyn L&B Kceble St. 10,040
Maynard, J. Edward Shop, R. R. So.uare 600
Mayo, Leo & Lorraine L&B 32 Russell St. 10,790
Mazzacco, Frank Stock in Trade 300
Mednit, Vina L&B 29-31 Pleasant St. 11,860
Melanson, Elwin & Gale L&B 37 Merrill St. 6,570
Melanson, Roy Land—Plvmouth Mt. 380
Merrill, Clayton & Amy L&B D. W. Highway 10.960
Exemption 1,000 9,960
Merrill, Joan L&B 51 Highland St. 20,680
Exemption 1,000 19,680
Merrill, Leonard L&B Highland St. 12,570
Merrill, Mildred L&B 23 Pleasant St. 12,170
Merrill, Richard I. Land—S. West Plymouth 500
Merrill, Russell & Edna Trailer 4,440
Merrimaid Mfg. Co. Machinery 2,000
Stock in Trade 20,000 22,000
Merrimack Farmers
Exch. L&B R. R. Square 24,820
Stock in Trade 18,530 43,350
Michaud, Clyde 0. Land—Highland St. 2,950
Miclon, Delphia &
Gertrude L&B 12 Broadway 11,060
L&B Hawthorne St. 360
Land—W/S Rte. 3 820 12,240
Micro Sonic Inc. Land—Loon Lake 1,800
Stock in Trade 2.500 4,300
Miles, Mrs. Ralph L&B 80 Langdon St. 10,450
Millar, James L&B 12 Rogers St. 10,230
Miller, Donald &
Barbara L&B 7 Randolph St. 19,290
Exemption 1.000 18,290
Miller, 0. A. Co. Inc. L&B 150 North Main St. 103,400
Stock in Trade 90,000 193,400
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Minickiello, Antonio &
Doris L&B 167 N. Main St. 14,340
Stock in Trade 4,500 18,840
L&B 34 Pleasant St. 10,790
Minickiello, Dario &
Elizabeth L&B 19 Highland Ave. 12,790
Exemption 1,000 11,790
Minickiello, Faust &
Dario L&B 43 Main St. 5,440
L&B 45 Main St. 22,500
Minickiello, Marie Heirs L&B 51 Russell St. 13,890
of Lot—Ashland Rd. 400 14,290
Minnon, Howard & Lois L&B 6-8 School St. 12,590
Mitchell, Helen L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 11,810
Mitchell, Leonard
Heirs of Brown Land 880
Mitchell, Neil & Viola L&B 13 Thurlow St. 11,240
Moody, Grace L&B Highland St. 7,180
Moore, Roland & June Lot—Fairgrounds Rd. 500
Moose Mt. Store Stock in Trade 12,000
Morancie, Albert Stock in Trade 1,500
Morrill, Alice L&B 18 Wentworth St. 8,420
Morris, Thomas &
Dorothy L&B 32 Merrill St. 11,330
Exemption 1,000 10,330
Morrison, Ivanetta L&B 78 Highland St. 13,390
Stock in Trade 1,500 14,890
Morrison, Nyleen N. 1/3 int. Rogers Int. Land 70
Morse, Charles L&B 50 Merrill St. 2,990
Morse, Charles &
Marion L&B 52 Merrill St. 10,660
1 Boat 300 10,960
Morse, Horace & Norma L&B 212 North (Main St. 4,230
Exemption 1,000 3,230
Morse, Thomas & Phyllis L&B 12 Cummings St. 10.520
Exemption 1,000 9,520
Mcses, Harold & Sara L&B 14 Cummings St. 10,640
Moses, Morton & Ella L&B 201-203 N. Main St. 2,430
Exemption 1,000 1,430
,Moses, Roland & Janet L&B 11 Cummings St. 10,720
Exemption 1,000 9,720
Moulton, Clifton L&B Cummings Hill Rd. 7,310
Exemption 1,000 6,310
Murgatroy, Bernard
& Mabel L&B 24-26 Merrill St. 12,270
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Murphy, Donald &
Gwendolyn L&B 4 Russell St. 15,380
Murphy, Walter & Joan L&B 10 Randolph St. 15,240
Muzzey, iMaurice & Elva L&B 1 Foster St. 10,720
Exemption 1,000 9,720
Muzzey, Wesley &




Caroline Land—Fairgrounds Rd. 650
Trailer 5,250 5,900
Morrill, Warner Inc. Land Burtt Lot 380
Nedeau, Arthur &
Arlene L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 7,920
Exemption 1,000 6,9S0
Nelson, Carl A. L&B 42 Langdon St. 5,190
Nelson, Harry A. 1 Boat 30
Newberry, J. J.,
Plymouth Corp. Main St., Rollins Block 46,790
Store Main St. 270,200
Stock in Trade 227,000
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. L&B High & Langdon St. 73,220
N. H. Electric Coop.,
Inc. L&B 2 Post Office Sq. 62,230
Electric Property 12,372
Stock in Trade 500
Wood and Lumber 2,0-56 77,158
Nichols Funeral Home Stock in Trade 800
Nielsen, Niels & Louise L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 10,212
Trailer 788 11,000
Nims, Raymond L&B Fairground Rd. 14,070
Dairy Cows 2,250
Other Cattle 500
Neat Stock Exemption 1,000
Land—Chiasson Rd. 200 16,020
Nolan, Dorothy D. Lot Bristol Rd. 380
Land—Blake Pasture 190 570
Norco Corp. Land—Fairgrounds Rd. 4,370
Land Fairgrounds Rd. 1,080
Noseworthy, John &
Ruth Land—Corner Merrill &
Langdon St. 870
Noyes, Herbert L&B 31 Russell St. 7,530
Noyes, William E. L&B Crescent St. 8,650
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& Anyce L&B Loon Lake
1 Boat









Moody, Mary Hussey Land 800
Nutting*, Lawrence Flynn Lot 100
Oliver, Raymond H. L&B Loon Lake 4,320
Olmstead, Shirley L&B 48 Highland St. 19,740




Orzano, John Machine Shop & Machinery
Stock in Trade





Maxine L&B 63 Highland St. 10,670
O'Shea, Mary L&B 23 Langdon St. 7,850




L&B 1 Merrill St. 20,930
Sylvia L&B off S/S Parker St. 10,550
Road Machinery 9,950 20,500
Patterson, Robert &
Marilyn Let—E/S Rte. 3
A
400
Pease, Bessie F. Block—Corner Main & Highland 75,870




Pease, Eva L&B 36 High St. 9,610
Pease, Harl L&B 58 Main St. 25,470
Pease, Stella L&B 14 Thurlow St. 13,350
L&B 24 Warren St. 13,830
L&B 19 Thurlow St. 7,320
Peaslee, Pearl L&B 25 Langdon St. 7,090
Pebco. Assoc. Inc. L&B Thurlow St. 33,850
L&B 13 Russell St. 11,610
L&B 7 Pleasant St. 12,390
L&B 49 Langdon St. 14,310
Pelkie, Clarence &
Lorraine L&B 12 Wentworth St. 12,530
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& Bessie Pease Land Highland St., corner Main 3,270
Plymouth Pemigewasset Land—Rear of Bank 500
National Bank
Perry, Norman Inc. L&B R. R. Sq. 28,040
Stock in Trade 26,550 54,590
Person, Helen F. L&B Randolph St. 9,310
Exemption 1,000 8,310
Pettengill, Milton &
Patricia L&B 36 Langdon St. 10,870
Exemption 1,000 9,870
Philbrick, Edgar &
Lillian L&B 1 Broadway 11,080
Exemption—Boat 200. 1,000 10,280
Philbrick, Wilbur L&B Reservoir Rd. 5.240
Exemption 1,000 4,240
Phillips, Robert R. 1 Boat 140
Pickel, Holiis & Claire L&B 6 Winter St. 9,250
Exemption 1,000 8,250
Pickering, Ellsworth &
Elvira L&B Ward Hill—Old Rd. 4,290
Pierce, Lawson L&B 17 Cummings St. 12,000
Pike, Alma Land Parker St. 300
Trailer 1,030
Exemption 1,000 330
Pike, Harold & Norma L&B Rte. 3A South 7,080
Pike, Janet L&B Batchelder St. 12,680
Pike, John & Alice L&B Parker St. 2,730
Pinching, Gladys L&B Pleasant St. 4,990
Pinker, John Jr. & L&B 21 Broadway 10,320
Virginia Exemption 1,000 9,320
Pittsley, Alva & Velma L&B N. Main St. 3,640
Exemption 1,000 2,640
Plume, Bernard L&B Loon Lake Rd. 5,530
Plummer, Gordon &
Lillian L&B Reservoir Rd. 3,860
Plymouth Furniture
Store, Inc. Stock in Trade 50,000
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Pruneau, Arthur & Mary
Public Service Co. N. H.
Puffer, Albert & Elsie










L&B Rear S. Main St. 8,800
L&B 54 Langdon St. 10,470
L&B 215 N. Main St. 2,980
L&B 22 Emerson St. 3,670
L&B 42 S. Main Street 12,310
L&B S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 6,150
Exemption 1,000 5,150
L&B Loon Lake 3,150
L&B Garland St. 9,730
L&B Bell Rd. 3,350
L&B 6 Garland St. 8,750
Exemption 1,000 7,750
L&B Rte. 3A South 5,960
Stuck in Trade 200 6,160
L&B 4 Wentworth St. 9,810
Exemption 1,000 8,810
L&B 37 Pleasant St. 6,330
Exemption 1,000 5,330
Stock in Trade 6,000
L&B 5 Court St. 11,840
Stock in Trade 6,000
Land—Elliott Lot 750
Electric Property 58,100
L&B 2 Wentworth St. 9,070
L&B 7 Webster St. 16,330
Exemption 1,000 15,330
L&B 131 Highland St. 21,010
Stock in Trade 400
L&B 5 Bayley Ave. 10,930
Lot-Pike Hill 150
L&B 11 Hawthorne St. 7,710




Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Rand, Watson, Robert,
Olive, & Eleanor
Dolloff Lot—Highland & Emerson St. 1,550
a3
Block 67-69 Main St. 109,210 110,760
Rand, A. M. Co. Inc. Block Main St. 54,670
Land—Rte. 3 2,510
Land & Storage Shed Rte. 3 5,230
Land—Rear of Main St. 1,610 9,350
Stock in Trade 60,000
Rand, Blanche L&B 32 High St. 18,770
Rand, Olive M. L&B 33 South Main St. 10,670
Rand, Robert & Watson Robie Land Tamarack Dr. 3,310
Rand, Robert & Juliet L&B Tamarack Drive 18,380
Rand, Watson L&B 52 Highland St. 16,790
Shed-Highland St. 100
Randlett, Warren &
Gladys L&B Ccoksville Rd. 9,220
Stock in Trade 1,550 10,770
Ray, Florence L&B 75 Highland St. 8,830
Exemption 1 ,000 7,830
Ray, George Jr. & Doris L&B 182 N. Main St. 14,960
Ray, Robert & Janice L&B Rte. 3A South 4,350
Raymond, Chester &
Mabel L&B Rte. 3A South 4,450
Wood Lot—Tenney Mt. 1,000 5,450
Raymond, Frank Jr. L&B Rte. 3A South 8,270
Raymond, Kenneth Land—River Rd. 60
Real-Vest, Inc. Wood Lot—Texas Hill 1,000
Reed, Clarence Jr. L&B 51 Langdon St. 11,870
Exemption 1,000 10,S70
Rich, Richard A. L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 11,750
Richardson, Karl L&B 37 Winter St. 5,200
Richelson, Irwin &
Evelyn L&B 8 Randolph St. 18,390
Lots 14 & 15 Randolph St. 1,470 19,860
Richelson, Julius &
Florence L&B 14 Rogers St. 20,550
Richelson, Louis L&B 3 Wentworth St. 9,610
L & Block 149 '.Main St. 31,430
Stock in Trade 36,500 67,930
Ritchie, Donald &
Virginia L&B Loon Lake 2,460
L&B Loon Lake 1,070 3,530
Riverside Land Inc. L&B Great Horse Pasture &
Hazelton Island 3,980
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Roach, John & Margaret L&B off W/S Rte. 3 2,590
Robbins, Earl & Mary- L&B Loon Lake 9,210
Roberts, Edmund & Rose L&B Yeaton Rd. 8,870
Exemption 1,000 7,870
Roberts, Edmund L. Land—Rte. 3A South 570
Roberts, Jennie L&B Rte. 3A South 3,140
Robertson, Douglas, & L&B rear Weeks St. 13,100
Phyllis Exemption 1,000 12,100
Robertson, Paul & Sylvia L&B Buckland Ave. 15,760
Robie, Kenneth L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 14,360
Dairy Cows 125
Other Cattle 400
Neat Stock Exemption 525 14,360
Robinson, Evelyn Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 3,230
L&B 21 S. Main St. 17,700
L&B 23 S. Main St. 8,420
L&B 4 Pleasant St. 19,740
Romprey, Peter L&B Reservoir Rd. 7,610
Ross, Eugene &
Constance L&B 8 Crawford St. 8,110
Stock in Trade 1,300 9,410
L&B Pleasant St. 8,520
Roy, Thomas & Carole L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 8,640
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 2,200
Exemption 1,000 9,840
Ryan, Bruce & Roberta L&B 3 Bayley Ave. 15,450
Exemption 1,000 14,450
Ryea, Harold 1 Boat 300
Ryea, Lawrence &
Beverly L&B Parker St. 9,660
Exemption 1,000 8,660
Ryea, Lawrence H. L&B River Rd. 4,190
Land 3A South 300 4,490
Saliba, Moses L & Block 73 Main St. 29,730
L & Block 77 Main St. 28,680
Stock in Trade 53,000 111,410
Saliba, Moses & Mary L&B Highland St. 29,820
Samaha, Harleen &
Ardele L&B 2 Maple St. 11,060
Stock in Trade 750
Exemption 1,000
Land Maple Street 390 11,200
Samaha, Harry & Irene L&B 16 Highland St. 18,080
Samaha, Harry & Edna L&B 55 Main St. 16,940
Samaha, Harry & Vivian L&B 10 Wentworth St. 20,410
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Samaha, Irene Stock in Trade 5,000
Samaha, Madeline L&B 40 South Main St. 12,150
Wood Lot 1,000
Stock in Trade 9,000 22,150
Samaha, Norman L&B 137 N. Main St. 23,770
Stock in Trade 12,500 36,270
Sanel Realty Co. L&B 135 N. Main St. 45,450
Stock in Trade 40,000 85,450
Sanford, Roy & Etta Hawkins Land 250
Sargent, Benjamin
Heirs of L&B Emerson St. 12,100
Sargent, Delia & Jones,
William L&B 202 N. Main St. '6,450
Sargent, Leslie & Romilla L&B D. W. Highway 9,880
Exemption 1,000 8,880
Sargent, Leslie Jr. Bldg. D. W. Highway 330
Sargent, Marcus &
Frances L&B 75 Langdon St. 5,720
Exemption 1,000 4,720
Sargent, Ruth F. L&B 24 Winter St. 8,780
Exemption 1,000 7,780
Sawyer, Leonard &
Caroline L&B 13 Cummings St. 10,890
Exemption 1,000 9,890
Schofield, Raymond L&B Leon Lake 5,450
Back Land Leon Lake 500 5,950
Sears, Madison &
Natalie L&B 26 Winter St. 7,340
Lot—Reservoir Rd. 75 7,415
Seguin, Henry L&B Reservoir Rd. 930
Shanker, Benjamin &
Gwendolyn L&B 7 Rogers St. 20,710
Exemption 1,000 19.710
Shaw, Arthur L&B D. W. Highway 33,960
Sheltry, Doris Land—D. W. Highway 500
Sherburn, Harold Jr.
& Ruth L&B 135 Highland St. 8,210
Exemption 1,000 7,210
Sherburn, Harold Sr.
& Lavina L&B Rte. 25 North 9,470
Exemption 1,000 8,470
Sherburn, Harry &
Annie Heirs of L&B 27 Highland Ave. 13,350
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Sherman, Myra L&B 30 High St. 12,440
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 50 11,490
Sherman, Leon & Myra L&B 28 High St. 10,880
Silver, Gertrude L&B 5-7 Summer St. 14,070
Simoneau, Albert Heirs
of L&B 7 Bridge St. 14,670
Simpson, Edna L&B 3 Crawford St. 8,020
Sippelle, Edith L&B D. W. Highway 10,190
Stock in Trade 2,400 12,590
Slate, Robert &
Jacquelyn Land—Loon Lake 200
Land—Leon Lake 460
L&B Loon Lake 5,970 6,630
Sleeper, Louis L&B Texas Hill Rd. 2,960
L&B Texas Hill Rd. 2,070
Stock in Trade 7,500
Exemption 1,000 11,530
Sleeper, Wendell L&B Texas Hill Rd. 2,170
Smialek, Walter &
Jennie L&B 42 Russell St. 8,690
Exemption 1,000 7,690
Smart, John E. &
Barbara L&B 14-16 Winter St. 5,860
Smith, Brainard Land—Reservoir Rd. 1,500
Smith, Florence L&B 3 Pearl St. 12,330
Smith, Gertrude L&B 58 Langdon St. 9,570
Smith, Manson L&B Rte. 3A South 630
Davis Lot—Rte. 3A South 900 1,530
Smith, Ralph C. Inc. Trailer for storage
Crescent St. Ext. 1,180
Smith, Richard L&B Reservoir Rd. 10,360
Various Wood Lots—Camp 2,650
Bldg. Smith St. 4,010
Ward Hill sub-division 1,800
Smith, Stephen &
Dorothy L&B 115 Highland St. 25,430
Lots on Highland St. 3,500 28,930
Smith, Walter & Marylon L&B 5 Garland St. 14,120
Smith, Wendell L&B Texas Rd. 5,920
Exemption 1,000 4,920
Smith, Winnie L&B 72 Highland St. 8,310
Snelling, Daisy M. L&B Yeaton Rd. 10,590
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Socony Mobil Oil Co. S. Main Station 17,830
Pumps 3,240 21,070
L&B High St. 8,480
N. Main Station 20,440
Sorrell, David L&B Rte. 3 2,200
Sorrell, David & Bessie Land—Fairgrounds Rd. 1,570
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 15,370 16,940
Spaulding, Christine L&B 19 Russell St. 19,790
Spaulding, Philip &
Elsie L&B 4 Armory Rd. 17,180
L&B 30 Russell St. 10,530
Spears, Richard & Irene Land off Smith St. 200
Speed, Frederick &
Dorris L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 16,290
Speed, Fred H. Coal Sheds—R. R. Square 3,260
Bldg. rear 107 Main St. 11,340
Stock in Trade 15,000
Pumps 3,240 29,580
Spencer, Arnold &
Evelyn L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 15,600
Gibson Field-Smith Bridge Rd.
& Fairgrounds Rd. 1,200 16,800
Spencer, James & Ilene L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 7,100
Spencer, Shaw J. Land—Texas Rd. 350
Land—Rte. 3A South 900 1,250
Sprague Electric Co. L&B Highland St. 171,370
Stock in Trade 125,000 296,370
St. Albans Grain Co. Poultry 4,122
Poultry Exemption 350 3,772
Stamp & Book Mart Stock in Trade 3,000
Staples, Beatrice C. L&B Quincy Rd. 8,650
St. Clair, Edward &
Frances L&B Loon Lake Rd. 5,210
Exemption 1,000 4,210
St. Cyr, Claims &
Shirley L&B 219 N. Main St. 2,040
Exemption 1,000 1,040
Stearns, Gertrude L&B 6 Rogers St. 10,210
Steele, George L&B 66 Highland St. 12,190
Steinman, Leo, Lurie,
Ruth & Cowan, Betty Warehouse—Weeks St. 4,460
L&B 151 Main St. 37,440
Steinman, Leo, Lurie,
Samuel and Ruth L&B 5 Weeks St. 13,620
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Sweeney, Thomas & Eda
Sylvestre, Mark &
Katherine




L&B 38 Highland St. 15,540
L & Smith St. 614
Trailer Smith St. 3,686
Exemption 1,000 3,300
L&B 105 N. Main St. 29,020
L&B Chiasscn Rd. 5,010
L&B 60 Highland St. 18.690
L&B Loon Lake 3,620
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 5,730
Land—S. West Plymouth 550
L&B Loon Lake 2,110
L&B 18 Emerson St. 13,670
Exemption 1,000 12,670
L&B 20 S. Main St. 10,010
L&B Texas Hill Rd. 8,220
L&B Thurlow St. 6,620
Thompson Lot 200
Stock in Trade 1,500
L&B Loon Lake Rd. 3,610
L&B 176 N. .Main St. 19,210
Pumps 720 19.930
L&B 25 Main St. 21,860
L&B Rte. 3A South 17,660
1 Boat 300
L&B Corner Rte. 3—
Fairgrounds Rd. 14,060
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 10,770




L&B 20 Highland Ave. 15,470
L&B 34 Russell St. 13,160
L&B Stage Coach Rd. 23,110
L&B 6 Maple St. 14,120
Land, corner Thurlow &
Texas Hill Rd. 1,440
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Taylor, Guy & Lucille L&B 3 Maple St. 15,540
1 Boat 150 15,690
Taylor, Lyman Stock in Trade 1,100
Teachers Clam & Dairy
Bar, Inc. L&B D. W. Highway 14,730
Tear, Carolyn L&B 2 Gould Terrace 8,610
Tefft, Harold Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 500
Telfer, Ina L&B W/S Rte. No. 3 14,710
Telfer, Perley Land off E/S Rte. 3 160
Telfer, William L&B E/S Rte. 3 7,040
Temple, Frederick L Thurlow St. 400
Tenney Mt. Corp. Bldg. off Rte. 3A South 15,530
Theriault, Arthur L&B Crescent St. 4,920
Thibeault, Armand &
Janet L&B 5 Maple St. 14,120
Thomas, Bruce &
Constance L&B 26 Langdon St. 16,030
Thompson, Dora L&B D. W. Highway 10,060
Thompson, John &
Roberta L&B E/S Rte. 3 3,940
Part of Burleigh Land 250
Land-Dick Brown Rd. 500 4,690
Thompson, Rachel L&B 82 Langdon St. 11,580
Exemption 1,000 10,580
Thompson, Robert L. Land off Quincy Rd. 360
Thompson, Terrance Trailer—Avery St. 2,230
Thompson, Vesta L&B Quincy Rd. 2,800
Thompson, Wayne L&B 79 Highland St. 30,510
Tidewater Oil Co. Pumps 1,440
Tillotson, Dwight & Lola L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 8,960
Exemption 1,000 7,960
Titus, Clifford &
Geraldine L&B Highland St. 24,470
Titus, C. B. Inc. Stock in Trade 10,000
T. J. Market Stock in Trade 3,600
Tobey, Fred C.
Investment Co. L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 18,140
L&B Rte. 3A & 25 west 38,940
Tobey, Fred C. Jr. L&B 50 Tobey Rd. 13,900
L&B 6-8 Tobey Rd. 27,580
Tobey, George & Gloria L&B 60 Langdon St. 11,930
Exemption 1,000 10,930
Tobey, Grace M. Land—Tobey Rd.








Real and Personal Property P
I
Tompkins, Victor L&B corner Rte. 3 and
Fairgrounds Rd. 212,460
L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 10,960
Land Fairgrounds Rd. 940
Topham, Arnold &
Dorothea L&B 15 Broadway 9,890
Stock in Trade 6,000 15,890
Townsend, Barbara Land—Loon Lake 1,720
Trinity Church Yard
Assoc. L&B 17 Warren St. 2,490
Trojano, Harold &
Marjorie L&B E/S Rte. 3
A
9,530
Trow, Henry G. L&B Quincy Rd. 10,120
Dairy Cows 1,250
Other Cattle 300
Neat Stock exemption 1,000 10,670
Tuck, Raymond &
Dolores L&B Loon Lake 1,740
Turmelle, Lester &
Lucille L&B 99 Main—Block 66,770
Turmelle, Wilfred &
Elsie L&B 2 S. Main St. 13,150
Turner, Hazen L&B 36 Pleasant St. 8,230
Tuttle, William &
Margaret L&B 77 Langdon St. 9,410
Twombly, Paul & Shirley L&B 9 Crawford St. 7,890
Tyler, John L&B Chiasson Rd. 5,950
L&B Chiasson Rd. 3,600 9,550
Union Grange Fair
Assoc. Inc. L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 25,000
Land Fairgrounds Rd. 1,510 26,510
United Shoe Machine
Corp. Factory 53,000
Stock in trade 22,700 75,700
6 Foster St. 4.660
8 Foster St. 4,510
10 Foster St. 4,660
12 Foster St. 4,560
14 Foster St. 4,510 22,900
Valliere, Lawrence &
Helen L&B 6 Green St. 6,200
Valliere, Ray & Rachel L&B Rte. 3A South 11,590
Valliere, Ray Turnpike Lot 150
Melvin Land 100
Land-Bell Rd. 750 1,000
41





Real and Personal Property
>
Van Hagen, Charles &
Madeline L&B D. W. Highway 9,720
Exemption 1,000 8,720
Varney, Percy &
Lillian L&B 39 Pleasant St. 8,520
Exemption 1,000 7,520
Veteran's Administration L&B 6 Gould Terrace 8,950
L&B 100 Tobey Rd. 16,450
L&B W/S Rte. 3 5,370
Village Shop Stock in Trade 29,000
Virtue, Frank & Dorothy Trailer-Crescent St. Ext. 4,720
Volpe, Angelo & Doris L&B Fox St. 15,860
Lots Fox St. 2,000 17,860
Land—16 Langdon St. 6,800
L&B 47 S. Main St. 16,690
L&B 81 Langdon St. 6,840
Wade, Norman L&B Rte. 3A & 25 West 8,420
Wadleigh, Arthur &
Marion L&B 2 Merrill St. 17,510
L&B 2 Weeks St. 5,370
Wakefield, Robert L&B Stage Coach Rd. 18,500
Walker, Erwin & Ina L&B 63 Pleasant St. 10,540
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 380 9,920
Walker, Mary L&B 131 Highland St. 5,470
Wallace, Ernest L&B Highland St.—Old Rd. 250
Wallace, Harold L&B 3A & 25 West 5,750
Warren, Beatrice L&B 38 Russell 13,030
Washburn, Claude &
Madeline L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 6,180
Washburn, Sherman &
Laurie L&B Rte. 3A South 5,400
Exemption 1,000 4,400
Watts, John & .Marion L&B D. W. Highway 43,910
Golden House—D. W. Highway 10,470
Welch, Harry & Amelia L&B 23 Highland Ave. 13,070
Welch, Raymond, &
Batchelder, William Avery Land—Rte. 3 1,300
Welch, Raymond Jr.
& Leota L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 8,180
L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 1,540
Exemption 1,000 8,720
Wells, Harold E. L&B 11 Wentworth St. 7,760
Welsh, Christine L&B 1 Keeble St. 5,390
Exemption 1,000 4,390
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Wherland, Doris Land—Maple St. Ext. 520
Wherland, Robert &
Joan L&B 3 High St. 14,050
White Mt. Power Co. L&B Green St. 11,040
Electric Property 217,240
Stock in Trade 3,600
Land off Fairgrounds Rd. 1,750 233,630
White, Lawrence A. 7 Foster St.—Trailer 4,570
Exemption 1,000 3,570
White, Philip Bldg. Rt. 3A South 100
Whitehead, Elmer Jr. &
LeRoy, Sleeper, Alma L&B Texas Hill Rd. 4,370
Whitehead, Elmer &
Madeline L&B Texas Hill Rd. 1,030





Hazel L&B 116 Highland St. 27,690
Exemption 1,000 26,090
Whittemore, Carl W. L&B 45 Pleasant St. 8,290
Whittemore, Raymond L&B Jet. Rte. 3A & 25 13,550
Dairy Cows 1,000
Other Cattle 300
Neat Stock Exemption 1,000 13,850
Wiggett, Roger &
Georgia L&B Texas Hill Rd. 4,270
Exemption 1,000 3,270
Wiles, Loys & Alice L&B 20 High St. 12,860
Wilkie, Floyd & Irene L&B 16 .Emerson St. 10,890
Exemption 1,000
1 Boat 300 10,190
Wilkie, Glea & Nina L&B 15 Cummings St. 10,190
Wilkins, Harold L&B 111 No. Main St. 36,440
Stock in Trade 4,000 40,440
L&B 4 Hawthorne St. 11,690
Exemption 1,000 10,690
Willey, Lawrence & CecileL&B Fairgrounds Rd. 3,340
Williams, Glen Stock in Trade 250
Williams, Tracy &
Dorothy Land Texas Hill Rd. 50
Willoughby, Mrs. Frank L&B 74 Highland St. 11,010
Exemption 1,000 10,010
Winnebluffs Inc. L&B 140 N. Main St. 18,500
L&B Highland St. 3 t240
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Witham, Minnie
Wood, John A. &
Marion















L&B Smith Bridge Rd. 6,920
Yeaton, Doris & Cromey,
Prank & Doris
Yeaton, E. C. Heirs of
Yeaton, Phillip
Yeaton, R. S. Corp.
Young, Earl & Gladys
L&B New Hebron Rd. 11,010
Dairy Cows 2,750
Neat Stock exemption 1,000 12,760
L&B Smith St. 2,920
L&B Smith St. 8,000
1 Boat 125
Exemption 1,000 10,045
L&B E/S Rte. 3 6,390
L&B 66 Langdon St. 14,670
L&B Rogers St. 2,290 16,960
Trailer—Quincy Rd. 1,600
Whitney Lot 270
L&B 20 Winter St. 8,340
Part—Whitney Lot 200 8,540






Stock in Trade 1,500 3,220
L&B Yeaton Rd.—Stony Place 10,990
L&B Yeaton Rd. 23,920
Cayes Land—Texas Hill 400
Clark Land—Rte. 3A 210
Blake Lot—WAS Rte. 3
A
800
Draper Land—Hebron Rd. 700 2,110
Land—Yeaton Rd. 400
Knight Field—Rte. 3A South 1,020
Rogers Land 1,000
L&B Yeaton Rd. 16,070
Land Yeaton Road 360
Blodgett Land—off Yeaton Rd. 300
Ormande Land—Rte. 25 500
Kendrick Lot off Rte. 3A 50
L&B Yeaton Rd.







Description and Value of







Young, Emmons & Nellie




Ziane, Joseph & Compas
Louis
Zoulias, George & Irene
L&B 9—11 S. Main St.
L&B 93 Highland St.
L&B D. W. Highway
L&B 18 Russell St.
L&B 11 Broadway
L&B 5 Webster St.
Exemption
Land—Loon Lake
L&B 10 Crawford St.
L&B 40 Langdon St.
L&B 24 Emerson St.
L&B 68 Highland St.
Trailer—Cummings St.
11,870
1,000
21,620
9,980
25,830
9,790
13,360
10,870
380
8,040
9,220
13,250
9,660
680
45
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